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ABSTRACT 
In this paper , we propose a classical approach to model 
selection. Using the Kullback-Leibler Information measure,  we propose 
simple and directional likelihood-ratio tests for discriminating and 
choosing between two compe ting models whether the model s are non­
nested , overlapping or nested and whether both, one, or nei ther is 
misspecified. As a prerequisite, we ful ly characterize the asym ptotic 
distribution of the likelihood ratio statistic under the most general 
conditions. 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO TESTS FOR 
MODEL SELECTION AND NON-NESTED HYPOTHESES• 
1 .  INTRODUCTION 
Quang H .  Vuong 
California Institute of Technology 
The main purpose of this paper is to propose some new tests 
for model selection and non-nested hypotheses .  At the same time , we 
shall propose a classical approach to model selection. Since all our 
tests are based on the likelihood ratio principle,  as a prerequisite, 
we shall completely characterize the asymptotic distribution of the 
likelihood ratio statistic under general conditions . By general 
conditions we mean that the models may be nested, non-nested or 
overlapping and that both, only one , or neither of the competing 
models may contain the true law generating the observations . 
Unlike most previous work on model selection ( see, e . g . ,  Chow 
( 1 983 ,  Chapter 9 ) ,  Judge et al . ( 198S , Chapter 2 1 ) ) ,  we shall adopt 
the classical hypothesis testing framework and propose some 
directional and symmetric tests for choosing between models .  This 
approach , which has not attracted a lot of attention ,  dates back to 
Hotelling ( 1940) . A notable and recent exception is White and Olson 
( 1 979)  where competing model s are evaluated according to their mean 
square error of prediction. In this paper,  we shall follow Akaike 
( 1 97 3 ,  1 974) and consider the Kullback-Leibler ( 1 951 )  Information 
Criterion (KLIC ) which measures the distance between a given 
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distribution and the true distribution. If the distance between a 
specified model and the true distribution is defined as the minimum of 
the KLIC over the distributions in the model , then it is natural to 
define the "best" model among a collection of compe ting models to be 
the model that is closest to the true distribution ( see also Sawa 
( 197 8) ) .  
We shall consider conditional models so as to allow for 
explanatory variables. Then, if Fe= {f( y l z ; 9 ) ; 9 e �] is a 
conditional model, its distance from the true conditional density 
hOCy l z> ,  as measured by the minimum KLIC , is EO [log ho ( ylz>J -
EO [ log f ( y l z ; e.>J where Eo [ . J denotes the expectation with respect to 
the true joint distribution of ( y, z) and e. is the pseudo-true value 
of 9 ( see,  e . g . ,  Sawa ( 1 97 8) , White ( 1 982a) ) .  Thus , an equivalent 
selection criterion can be based on the quantity EO [log f(y l z;9. ) ] ; 
the "best" model being the one for which this quantity is the largest . 
Given two conditional models Fe and Gr= {g( y l z;r) ; re rJ 
which may be nested , non-nested or overlapping , we shall propose tests 
of the null hypothesis that EO [ log f ( y l z ; e.>J = E
O
[ log g(y l z;r.>J 
meaning that the two models are equivalent, against 
E0 [ log f ( y l z ; e.>J > Eo [ log g ( y l z:r.>J meaning that Fe is better than 
Gr• or against E
O
[ log f ( y l z;e.>J < Eo [log g ( y l z:r.>J meaning that Gr 
is better than Fe· Tests of such hypotheses will be called tests for 
model selection. Since the true density h� l z is not restricted a 
priori to belong to either one of the parametric models F9 and Gr' 
then by necessity , the concern of this paper will solely be with 
asymptotic results . 
The quantity Eo [ log f ( y l z;&.>J is unknown . It can 
nevertheless be consistently estimated , under some regularity 
conditions, by ( 1/n) times the log-likelihood evaluated at the pseudo 
or quasi maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) ( see e . g . , White ( 1982a) , 
Gourieroux , Monfort and Trognon ( 1984) ) .  Hence ( 1/n) times the log­
likelihood ratio (LR)  statistic is a consistent estimator of the 
quantity EO [log f(y l z;&.>J - E
O
[ log g ( y l z;y.) J . Then given the above 
definition of a "best " model , it is natural to consider the LR 
statistic as a basis for constructing tests for model selection. 
Since the two competing models may be nested , non-nested or 
overlapping , and since both , only one , or neither of the two models 
may be correctly specified,  then it is necessary to obtain the 
asymptotic distribution of the LR statistic under the most general 
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conditions. To do so, we shall use the by-now well-known framework of 
White ( 1 982a) in order to handle the possibly misspecified case . 
Since Neyman and Pearson ( 1928) advocated the LR test , it has 
become one of the most popular methods for testing restrictions on the 
parameters of a statistical model . It is well-known that minus twice 
the LR statistic has a l imiting central chi-square distribution under 
the null hypothesis ( Wilks ( 193 8) ) ,  and a limiting non-central chi-
square distribution under a sequence of local alternatives ( Wald 
( 1 943 ) )  with a non-centrality parameter equal to that of the Wald 
statistic (Wald ( 1943 ) )  and Lagrange Multiplier statistic ( Aitchinson 
and Sil vey ( 1958) , Silvey ( 1959) ) .  However , as Foutz and Srivastana 
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( 1 977) , Kent ( 1 982 ) , and White ( 1982a) pointed out ,  when the largest 
model is misspecified, the LR statistic is no longer necessarily chi­
square distributed under the null hypothesis where the null hypothesis 
must be appropriately redefined in terms of the pseudo- true values 
satisfying the specified restrictions . 
Parallel to this literature on nested hypothesis testing , the 
LR statistic has also been advocated as a basis for testing non-nested 
models (Cox ( 1961 ,  1 962 ) ) .  In particular Cox ( 196 1 ,  1962) and White 
( 1 982 b )  showed that , if n denotes the sample size , then n-1
/2 times 
the LR statistic properly centered and normal ized has a limiting 
standard normal distribution under the hypothesis that one of the 
competing models is correctly specified . This result and the result 
of the previous paragraph suggest that the asymptotic distribution of 
the LR statistic as well as the speed at which it co nverges to that 
distribution depend on whether or not the models are nested or 
correctly specified . 
In the first part of this paper, we shall completely 
characterize the asymptotic distribution of the LR statistic under the 
most general conditions . In particular we show that the asymptotic 
distribution of the LR statistic and the speed at which it converges 
to that distribution depends on whether f(y l z;&•) = g ( y l z;y.> .  In 
addition since the asymptotic distribution of the LR statistic depends 
on f(y l z;&• )  = g ( ylz;r.> .  we propose a test of that condition, which 
we call the variance test. 
The paper is organized as follows . In Section 2 ,  we present 
the basic framework which is that of White ( 1982a) and Vuong ( 1983, 
1 984) . In Section 3, we derive the asymptotic distribution of the LR 
statistic whether or not the models are nested or misspecified. We 
show that : ( i )  if f ( y l z;9• )  = g ( y l z;y• ) then 2LR has a l imiting 
weighted sum of chi-square distributions; ( ii )  if f (y l z;9• )  F 
g ( y l z;y• ) then n-l/2 LR properly centered around 
EO [ log ( f ( y l z;9.>/g ( y l z;y.) ) ]  has a l imiting normal distribution with 
non-zero variance w� . In addition, for the first case, we 
characterize the conditions under which 2LR is asymptotically chi-
square distributed. 
s 
In Section 4 ,  we show that f ( y l z;9• )  = g ( y l z;y• ) is equivalent 
to the hypothesis that the variance w� = O .  This allows u s  to 
construct a test of the hypothesis f ( y l z;9• ) = g ( y l z;r.> based on a 
consistent estimator :i of w� . n We show that r::i- has a l imiting n 
weighted sum of chi-square distributions under the null hypothesis 
w� = O and we also characterize the cases for which this limiting 
distribution reduces to a chi-square distribution. 
In the next three sections, we apply the previous results to 
derive LR based tests for model selection in all possible situations . 
The case where the models are ( strictly) non-nested is considered in 
Section S. There , we propose a new and very simple directional test 
-1/2 ,A based on n LR /wn, for selecting the best of two models .  The 
statistic has a limiting standard normal distribution under the null 
hypothesis that the two non-nested model s are equivalent, whether or 
not both , one or neither is misspecified. We also discuss the 
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relationship between our approach to model selection and that of 
Akaike ( 197 3 ,  1 974) . 
In Section 6, we consider the case where the models are 
overlapping . This case is seen to be more complicated than the nested 
case since, under the null hypothesis that the models are equivalent, 
the asymptotic distribution of the LR statistic depends on whether or 
2 not w• = o. We propose two procedures . The first procedure is used 
when w� is possibly null under the null hypothesis that the models are 
equivalent . The procedure is sequential and is based on the variance 
statistic of Section 4 for testing w� = 0 followed by the normal LR 
test of Section S in case of rejection of w� = O .  The second 
procedure applies when w� is always null under the null hypo thesis 
that the models are equivalent . This happens, as we shall show, when 
one of the two overlapping models is correctly specified . Then a 
model selection test can be based directly on twice the LR statistic . 
Finally Section 7 considers the more familiar case of nested 
models .  W e  show that testing restrictions o n  9• i s  actually identical 
to testing that the two model s are equivalent against the hypothesis 
that the largest model is "best . "  Thus , when the compe ting model s  are 
nested, our model selection approach coincides with the classical 
hypothesis testing approach . Then we propose a test based on twice 
the LR statistic which reduces to the familiar Neyman-Pearson LR test 
when for instance the largest model is correctly specified .  We also 
propose a new test based on the variance statistic of Section 4 for 
testing restrictions on 9• which can also be interpreted as a model 
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selection test . 
Section 8 summarizes our results, suggests some directions for 
further research, and contains our view on the general purpose of 
model selection and hypot�is testing in econometric modelling. In 
particular, we discuss the important distinction between our tests for 
model selection and the non-nested hypotheses tests proposed by Cox 
( 1 96 1, 1 962) . All the proofs are collected in the Appendix . 
2 • BASIC FRAMEWORK 
Let It be a m X 1 observed random vector defined on an 
Euclidean measurable space (I, a.�x>· For instance, in the case of a 
continuous random vector, I, a, �x are respectively m
m. the Borel a-
algebra, and the usual Lebesgue measure .  The process generating the 
observation It• t = 1,2,  . • •  satisfies the following assumption. 
Assumption Al : The random vectors It• t = 1,2, • • •  are independent and 
identically distributed ( i . i . d . ) with common true cumulative 
distribution function HO on (I, a .�x>· 
Though there are more general assumptions on the true data 
generating process than Assumption Al ( see, e . g . ,  Gallant and Holly 
( 1 980 ) ,  Burguette, Gallant and Souza ( 1982 ) ) ,  Assumption Al is the 
simplest assumption that still allows for the presence of exogenous 
variables . Following Vuong ( 1983 ) ,  the vector It is partitioned into 
It= ( Y� . Z� )
· 
where Yt and Z t are respectively land k dimensional 
vectors with m = l + k. Let (Y, ay.�y) and CZ, az .�z ) be the Euclidean 
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measurable spaces associated with Yt and Zt . We shall be interested 
in the true conditional distribution H� l z<· I • ) of Yt given Zt. It is 
convenient to think of Yt as being the endogenous variables, and of Zt 
as being the exogenous variables . 
We now consider two compe ting parametric families of 
conditional distributions for Yt given Zt: 
Fe• lFy l z<· I ·: e); ea & c :m
P} and Gr• lGy l z<· I · ;  r>: r a f c lR
q} .  
No assumption is here made on the relationship between the two 
competing conditional models Fe and Gr in the sense that they may be 
nested, overlapping, or non-nested . Moreover, both, only one, or 
neither may be correctly specified, i . e . ,  may contain the true 
conditional distribution for Yt given zt. Each conditional model 
satisfies, however, the following regularity conditions ( Vuong ( 1983 ) )  
which are similar to those of White ( 1982, Assumptions A2-A6) with the 
exception that they bear on conditional model s. These regularity 
conditions are presented without discussion. They are stated in terms 
of the conditional model Fe· It is understood that similar 
assumptions are made on the conditional model Gr . 
Assumption A2 : (a)  & is a compact subse t of lRk, and for every e in & 
and for all z the conditional distribution Fy lz<· l z;e) has a de nsity 
with respect to �
Y: f ( · l z ;
e) = dFy l z<· l z;9) /d�y· Cb) The 
conditional density f( y l z;9) is a strictly positive function that is 
measurable in (y, z) for any 9, and continuous in 9 for al l ( y, z) . 
Assumption�: (a) For ( H0-almost ) all ( y , z) , l log f (y l z ; · > I is 
dominated by an HO-integrable function independent of a .  ( b ) The 
function zr(9 )  • flog f (y l z ; 9)dH
0 (x )  has a unique maximum on a at a • • 
The value 9• is called the pseudo-true value of 9 for the 
conditional model F9 ( see, e . g. , Sawa (1978) ) .  Similarly r. denotes 
the pseudo-true value of r for the conditional model Gr . 
Assumption !j: (a )  For ( H0-almost ) all ( y , z) , log f (y l z ;• )  is twice 
continuously differentiable on a. ( b )  For ( H0-a1most ) all ( y , z) , 
l alog f (y l z;9l /ae • alog f ( y l z ; &l /aa ' I and l a2log f (y l z ;& l /aeaa' I are 
dominated by H0-integrable functions independent of 9 .  
This ensures the existence of the usual matrices : 
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Af(9 )  
0[a21og f (Yt lzt ;&l l • E ' ' ( 2 .1) aaaa 
o
[alog f ( Yt 1 Zt ;9) alog f( Yt 1 Zt ;9) l Bf< e> • E aa • , • aa ( 2 . 2 ) 
where E°C·l denotes the expectation with respect to the true joint 
distribution of Xt = ( Yt , Zt ) .  Similar matrices Ag (r) and Bg ( r) are 
defined for the conditional model Gr . 
Assumption i: (a ) a. is an interior point of a. ( b )  a. is a regular 
point of Ar( 9) • 
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Assumptions Al-AS can be thought of as the simplest regularity 
assumptions for maximum likelihood estimation under general conditions 
in the presence of explanatory variables . The (quasi) maximum 
,. n likelihood (ML) estimator en for the conditional model F9 is a ax-
measurable function of CX1 , • • •  , Xn) such that 
Lf(�) n n sup L
r c e> 
9a9 n ' 
( 2 . 3 )  
where Lf(9 )  i s  the (conditional ) log-likelihood function for the model n 
Fa : 
n 
L� (9) : � log f(Yt 1 Zt ;9 ) . 
,. A similar definition applies to the ML estimator rn for the 
conditional model Gr with respect to the log-likelihood function: 
(2 . 4 )  
L� (r ) : f log g(Yt l Zt ; r l . ( 2 . S )  t=l 
Given Assumptions Al-AS , it follows from White (1982a) among 
,. 
others that the ML estimator 9n exists ,  is consistent for a •• and is 
asymptotically normally distributed with asymptotic covariance matrix 
-1 -1 Af ( 9. ) Bf(9• ) Af (9. ) . Moreover the asymptotic covariance matrix can 
-1 ,. ,. -1 ,. be consistently estimated by Afn(9n> Brn<en> Arn(9n) where Afn(9) and 
Bfn(9) are the sample analogs of Af(9) and Bf(9) . That is: 
Afn(9) • 
� [ a2log f (Yt 1 Zt ;9) 
f=l aeae' 
(2 . 6 )  
Bfn(9) • 
� [ alog f ( Yt lzt;e) 
t:=l 
ae 
alog f ( Yt 1 Zt ;9 )  
. 
ae 
,. Similar properties hold for the ML estimator Yn of Y• · 
In the next section, we shall need the joint asymptotic 
,. ,. 
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( 2 . 7 )  
distribution of  en and Yn· Since A4 holds for both models F9 and GY , 
then it can be shown that for CH0-almost ) all ( y , z) ,  
l alog f ( y l z ; • ) /ae • alog g (y lz ; · > /ar' I is dominated by an H0-
integrable function independent of e and y. This ensures that the 
p X q matrix 
Bfg(9,y) = B�r( y, 9) = Eo[alog f�:t 1 Zt ; 9) • alog g (Y� I Zt ;y ) J ay j ( 2 . 8 )  
exists . Moreover , from Jennrich ' s uniform strong Law of Large Numbers 
(1969, Theorem 2 ) ,  it follows that Bfg<e •• r. >  is consistently 
estimated by its sample analog : 
A A 1 n Bfgn<9n• Yn> =ii �1 
,. 
a1og f (Yt lzt ;9nl 
ae 
,. 
alog g (Yt l Zt •Yn> 
. 
ay 
( 2 . 9) 
The next lemma gives the joint asymptotic distribution for the 
"' "' quasi ML estimators en and Yn· 
Lemma 1.1: Given Assumptions Al-AS : 
[ "' l 9 - 9• D nl/2 ,.n � N( O , [) Yn - r. 
where 
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Ar c a. > Br< a. > Ar ca. >  [ -1 -1 [ = -1 -1 Ag c a. > Bgr< r  •• &. >Ar < r. >  -1 -1 Ar c a. > Brg <e •• r.> Ag <r. >  -1 -1 Ag < r. > Bg <r. > Ag < r. >  l · ( 2 .101 
Moreover , the asymptotic covariance matrix [ can be consistently 
,. 
estimated by L n which is defined as in Equation ( 2 .10) where A and B 
,. are replaced by their sample analogs evaluated at the ML estimators en 
,. 
and Yn· 
3 .  THE LIKELIHOOD RATIO STATISTIC 
All the tests for model selection that are proposed later in 
this paper will be baaed on the likelihood ratio ( LR )  statistic. In 
this section, we shall therefore obtain the asymptotic distribution of 
the LR statistic under the most general conditions .  
The LR statistic for the model F9 against the model GY is 
defined as : 
,. "' LRn( 9n, yn) 
"' "' 
,. L�(;n) L� (�n) 
A 
n f(Yt l zt;9nl [ log ,. 
t=! g (Yt lzt ; rn> 
where en and Yn are the ML estimators of a. and r. defined in the 
previous section. 
Lemma 1.1: Given Assumptions Al-A3 : 
,. ,. a .a. 0 [ f!Yt lzt ; a. > 7 �LRn(9n, yn) � E log g (Yt l Zt ; y. l  j" 
( 3 .1 ) 
(3.2) 
This result is important because it motivates our LR-based 
tests for model selection. To derive the asymptotic distribution of 
the LR statistic, we use the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.1: Given Assumptions Al-AS : 
( i )  if f( · I · ;e. > = g ( o  I ·  ;y. > .  then: 
A A LRn<en,yn) 
Il"" ' A -2 cen - e. >  Af<e. > <en - e. >  
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n A ' A + 2 < rn - r.> Ag< r. > < rn - r. > + op( l) ,  ( 3 .3 )  
( ii )  if fC · l · ;e. > F g C· l · : r. > .  then : 
A A 1 LRn<en. rn> = LRn<e • • r. >  + OP ( l ) .  ( 3 .4 ) 
The condition f C · l · ;e. >  = g ( · l · ;y• ) is to be understood as 
meaning that f(y l z : e. >  = g ( y l z : r. > for H0-aimost all ( y,z) . Lemma 3 .2 
shows that the asymptotic distribution of the LR statistic depends on 
whether or not fC• I •;&. > = g ( · l ·;r. > . This latter condition will be 
considered in the next section. Let us note that if the two models Fe 
and G1 are strictly non-nested, as defined later, then one must have 
f C · l · :e. > F g ( • I · : r. > . On the other hand. if the models Fe and G1 are 
nested or overlapping, then one may have fC · l ·;e. > = gC · l · : r. > · 
If this latter condition holds, then the first part of Lemma 
3 . 2 states that the LR statistic is asymptotically distributed as a 
1/2 A 1/2 A quadratic form in n ( en - e. >  and n (yn - r.> which are 
asymptotically normal as shown in Lemma 2 .1 . It is therefore 
important to consider the distributions of quadratic forms in normal 
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random variables . Such distributions have already been studied (see, 
e .g .  Johnson and Kotz ( 1970, Chapter 29) ) .  We call such 
distributions, weighted sums of ( independent) chi-square 
distributions, for which we give the following definition. 
Definition 1·1 (Weighted Sums of Chi-Square Distributions ) :  Let 
Z = CZ1, • • •  ,Zm) be a vector of m independent standard normal 
variables, and let A= ( A1, • •• ,Am)
' be a vector of m real numbers . 
Then, the random variable 
Q( Z) = k1 Aizi ( 3 . S )  
i s  distributed as a weighted sum of chi-square distributions with 
parameters (m,A) . Its cumulative distribution function ( c . d . f.) is 
denoted by Mm( · ;A) . 
Let us note that the distribution of Q( Z) depends only on the 
non-zero parameters Ai. In other words, the c.d . f. �( ·;A) is 
identically equal to the c . d . f. Mm( ·;!) where 1 is the vector of non-
zero Ai ' s, and mis the number of such Ai ' s. Moreover, the mixture 
Mm( · ; �) reduces to a central chi-square distribution if and or�y if 
the non-zero parameters Ai are equal to one, in which case the number 
of degrees of freedom is equal to m. 
The next lemma shows that any quadratic form in m random 
variables that are jointly normally distributed with zero means and 
some covariance matrix 0 is distributed as a weighted sum of chi-
squares with some parameters m and A. This resul ts allows 0 to be 
singular, and slightly differs from Moore ( 1978 , Theorem 1) . 
!&!!l!llil 1.�: Let Y be a vector of m random variables distributed as 
N( 0 ,0) with rank 0 : r ! m. Let Q be a m X m real symmetric matrix. 
l S  
( i )  i f  f< · l · : e.> = g < · l · : y. > . then 
A A D 
2LRn <en•Yn> � Mp+q< · ; A. > .  
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( 3 . 8 )  
Then the quadratic form where A• is the vector of p + q eigenvalues of 
Q ( Y )  = y' Qy - "m< · ; A) ( 3 .6 )  
where A i s  the vector of eigenvalues of Q0.2 
We can now readily obtain the asymptotic distribution of the 
LR statistic under general conditions . Let �: denote the variance of 
log [f(Yt l Zt ;e. > /g ( Yt l Zt;y• ) J  where the variance is computed with 
respect to the true joint distribution HO of ( Yt , Zt ) .  That is : 
[ f (Yt l zt :e.> 7 �: = var0 log g ( Yt l zt ;y. > j  
o ( f (Yt l zt: e. > 12 ( o( f (Yt l zt :e.>ll2 E log I - E log ( I • g ( Yt zt ; y• ) g yt Zt ; 'Y 
To ensure that such a variance exists , we make the following 
assumption. 
Assumption!§.: For (H0-almost ) all ( y , z) the functions 
( 3 . 7 )  
I log f ( y l z : · > l 2 and I log g ( yl z ; · > l 2 are dominated by H0-integrable 
functions independent of e and y. 
Theorem 1·� (Asymptotic Distribution of the LR Statistic) : Given 
Assumption A1-A6: 
w = I -1 -Bf< e. >Af ce. > -1 Bgf <r • •  e. >Af <e. > -1 -Bfg <e •• y.> Ag <r. > -1 Bg<r. >Ag <r. > 
(11) if f< · l · ; e.> f. g (· l ·; y. ) , then 
l·· ( 3 . 9 )  
-1/2 A A 1/2 o[ f(Yt l zt'9• ) J 
D 2 4 n LRn <en•'Y ) - n E log (Y l z . ) � N( o .�. > .  ( 3 .10) n g t t • 'Y• 
Theorem 3 . S characterizes the asymptotic distribution of the 
LR statistic under general conditions. It shows that the asymptotic 
distribution of the LR statistic as well as the speed at which it 
converges to that distribution depends on whether or not f< · l · :e. > 
g ( · l ·; y. > . 
The limiting weighted sum of chi-square distributions that 
arises when f( · I • ; &. >  = g (• l • ;y• ) is somewhat unusual . It is 
therefore useful to characterize the conditions under which this 
limiting distribution reduces to the familiar chi-square distribution. 
This is the purpose of the next result. For this result ,  we shall 
however assume that the information matrix equivalence holds for both 
conditional models F9 and GY, i.e.: 
Af<e. > + Bf<e.> = o and Ag <Y. > + Bg <Y. >  o. ( 3 .11) 
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As mentioned in White ( 1982a , Theorem 3 .3 )  and Vuong ( 1983 , Lemma 3 ) , 
the int'ormation matrix equivalences hold under correct specification 
of the conditional models given mild additional assumptions . 
Theorem 1.! (Asymptotic Chi-Square Distribution of the LR Statistic 
given Information Matrix Equivalences ) :  Given Assumptions Al-AS , 
suppose that Equation ( 3 . 11) holds . If fC · l · :e. > = g C • I • : r. > .  then 
A A 
2LRn<en•Tn> converges to a central chi-square distribution if and only 
if : 
-1 Bg< T.> - Bgf< T  • •  e. > Bf ce. >Bfgce • • r.> = o, ( 3  .12 ) 
in which case the number of degrees of freedom is p - q .  
As seen in  Section 7 below, Condition ( 3 .12 ) will be satisfied 
when the conditional model GT is nested in the conditional model F9 • 
4 .  THE VARIANCE STATISTIC 
In the previous section, we showed that whether the LR 
statistic is asymptotically distributed as a normal or a weighted sum 
of chi-squares depends on whether or not f C• l • :e.> = g ( • l · : r. > · As 
mentioned there, this latter equality may hold when the conditional 
models F9 and GT are nested or overlapping . It is therefore important 
to know if such a condition is satisfied. Since e. and T• are 
unknown, we shall propose in this section a test of such a condition. 
The proposed test is based on the following property. 
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Lemma f.!: Given Assumptions A2 , A3 , and A6 , fC· l · :e. >  = g ( • l· : T. > if 
and only if w: = o. 
The importance of Lemma 4 .1 is that to test the crucial 
condition fC · l · :e. >  = g C • I • : T. >  one can equivalently test the 
condition that the variance w: is equal to zero. We define the 
following null and alternative hypotheses : 
ir.;: w: = o vs. �: w: I o. ( 4 . 1 )  
fhen a natural statistic that we can use to test � against H� is the 
sample analog : 
[ 
,. l2 [ ,. 2 � 1 {! f(Ytl zt:en> 1 n f(Yt l zt :en> l wn ;;; n L log ,. - - [ log ,. t=l g (Yt l zt :rn> n t=l g(Yt l zt :rn> ( 4 . 2 ) 
Moreover , let us note that w: is also the variance of the limiting 
normal distribution of the LR statistic (see Theorem 3.4 - ( ii) ) . 
Thus the variance statistic ::-2 will play two important roles : first , n 
to be a basis for a test of w: = O or equivalently fC· I · :e. > = 
g C · l · : T. > : second , to be an estimator of the asymptotic variance of 
the LR statistic when fC · l · :e. > I g C· l · :T. >· 
An alternative variance statistic that will play a similar 
role and that is even easier to compute than :i is : n 
-2 1 n wn =ii t�l 
A 2 
[ f(Yt 1 Zt;9n) l log A g(Yt l zt :rn> ( 4 . 3 )  
Note that from Equations ( 3 . 1 )  and ( 4 .2 ) ,  we have : 
002 = :2 + (!LR (; .� ) ) 2 � :2. n n n n n n  n 
1 9  
( 4 . 4 )  
The next lemma states that these variance statistics are strongly 
consistent estimators of their population analogs .  
� !.1: Given Assumptions Al-A3, and A6 :  
( i )  
(11) 
"'2 a . s .  2 111n � 111 • •  
2 
_2 a . s .  2 [ O [ f(Yt l zt:9•)n 111 � 111• + E log C Y  I Z . ) • n g t t • T• 
( 4 . S )  
( 4 . 6 )  
To construct a test of  � against H� , it is necessary to 
derive the asymptotic distribution of the variance statistic :2 or 002 • n n 
We make the following assumption. 
Assumption !!J..: For ca0-almost ) all ( y, z) the functions 
a21og f C y l z : ·> /aeae ' I and l log [f C y lz : · ) /g ( y l z;• ) ]  
l log [f (y lz:• ) /g C y l z; • ) ]  a21og g Cyl z : · > /a7a7 ' 1 are dominated by a0-
integrable functions !dependent of 9 and y. 
Theorem J.1 ( Asymptotic Distribution of the Variance Statistics given 
111: = 0) :  Given Assumptions Al-A7, under H�: 111: = 0, we have : 
"'2 D n111 = nw2 + o ( 1 )  � H ( • , A2. > n n p p+q ( 4 . 7 )  
where �: is the vector of squares o f  the p + q eigenvalues A• of  w. 
Theorem 4 .3 says that, under the null hypotheses H� . the two 
statistics nw2 and nw2 are asymptotically equivalent, and have a n n 
limiting distribution which is again a weighted sum of chi-squares . 
The parameter A: are, as expected, all non-negative . This contrasts 
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with the parameters A• of the limiting weighted sum of chi-squares for 
the LR statistic which may be negative (see footnote 3 ) .  
As for the LR statistic, it is of interest to know when the 
limiting wieghted sum of chi-squares distribution of the variance 
statistics reduce to the familiar central chi-square distribution. 
The next result characterizes this situation. As for Theorem 3.6, we 
assume that the information matrix equivalences ( 3 .11 ) hold . 
Theorem i·i (Asymptotic Chi-Square Distribution of the Variance 
Statistics given Information Matrix Equivalences and w: = 0) :  Given 
Assumptions Al-A7, suppose that Equation ( 3 . 11 )  holds. Then, under � :  
111: = 0, the following are equivalent: 
( i )  
(11) 
( iii) 
( iv) 
n:2 converges in distribution to a chi-square, n 
nw2 converges in distribution to a chi-square, n 
-1 -1 Bfg <e • • r. > Bg <r. > Bgf < 7 •• e. > Bf < e. >  is idempotent, 
� . - _ _  -1,_ · - · - . _-1. . � � ogf1y., 6.IHf 1u.1Hfg16 • • y.1Hg 1r.1 1s idempotent, 
in which case the number of degrees of freedom is p + q - 2 rank 
Bfg<e •• r. > . 
As shown in Section 7 below, conditions ( iii) or ( iv ) will be 
satisfied if GY is nested in Fe or if Fe is nested in G7• Conditions 
( iii) or ( iv )  can, however, be satisfied even when the models are 
non-nested or overlapping . In particular, it is easy to see that 
these conditions are satisfied when the conditional models Fe and o1 
are asymptotically orthogonal as defined by Gourieroux, Monfort and 
Trognon ( 1983 ) ,  i . e . ,  when : 
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5fg< e •• r. >  = o . ( 4 . 8 )  
in  which case the number of degrees of  freedom of  the limiting chi-
square distribution of n':l or niJ2 is p + q. n n 
S .  STRICTLY NON-NESTED MODELS 
In section 1, we suggested a classical approach for selecting 
among competing models . In this section, we shall discuss this 
approach in more detail . In particular, using the results of Section 
3 and 4, we shall obtain a very simple test for selecting among two 
non-nested models .  Then we shall discuss the fundamental differences 
between our model selection approach and the more familiar one 
introduced by Akaike ( 1 973, 1974) . 
Following Akaike ( 1 97 3, 1 974) , Sawa ( 1 97 8) and Chow ( 1981 ) , 
our approach is based on the minimum KLIC which measures the distance 
between the true distribution and a specified model . For a 
conditional model Fe • this measure gives : 
o o o o I KLIC ( HY I Z;Fe> = E [ log h ( Yt l Zt ) ]  - E [log f ( Yt Zt;e. > J . ( S . 1 )  
where ho< · I · > is the true conditional density of Yt given Zt• and e. 
are the pseudo-true values of e defined in Assumption 3 . 5 From 
2 2  
Jensen's inequality, the measure ( S . 1 )  is always non-negative and is 
equal to zero if and only if ho< · I · > f( · l ·;e. >  H0-almost surely, 
i . e . ,  if and only if the conditional model F9 is correctly specified . 
Moreover, since the first term in the right-hand side of Equation 
( S . 1 )  does not depend on the conditional model Fe • then an equivalent 
measure is Eo [log f ( Ytl zt;e. > J .  
Given a collection of competing conditional models, it is 
natural to select the model that is closest to the true conditional 
distribution. Given the above measure of distance, we shall consider 
the following hypotheses and definitions : 
[ f(Yt l zt;e. > l Ho : Eo log g ( Yt l zt;r. > 0, 
meaning that Fe and Gr are equivalent, against 
0 > o . 
[ f(Yt l Zt;e•) l Hf : E log g ( Yt l Zt;r.> 
meaning that Fe is better than Gr' or 
0 [ f(Yt l zt;e. > l H : E log ( Y  l z  . ) < 0, g g t t ' 1• 
( S . 2 )  
( S . 3 )  
( S . 4 )  
meaning that Fe is worse that Gr . Tests of H0 against Hf or Hg will 
be called tests for model selection. There are, of course , 
alternative definitions , some of which will be discussed later in this 
section. 
0 0 The indicator E [log f (Yt l Zt;e. > J  - E [ log g (Yt l zt;r. > l  is 
unknown since e •• r • •  and the joint distribution HO of ( Yt, Zt) with 
respect to which the expectation EO [ · ]  is evaluated are all unknown. 
But it is clear that we can consistently estimate this unknown 
indicator by (1/n) times the LR statistic (see Lemma 3 .1) . Thus the 
LR statistic is a natural statistic for discriminating between two 
models. 
In this section, we shall consider the case where the models 
Fe and a 1 are (strictly) non-nested . Since Cox (1961, 1962 ) initial 
work, non-nested models have attracted a lot of interest from 
econometricians (see , e.g . ,  Mackinnon (1983 ) recent survey and the 
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special issue of the Journal of Econometrics edited by White (1983 ) ) .  
We shall first give a formal definition of strictly non-nested models .  
Definition i·! (Strictly Non-Nested Models ) :  Two conditional models 
Fe and G1 are strictly non-nested if and only if: 
Fen aY = d.
6 ( S . S )  
For instance , this i s  the case when Fe and a 1 are standard 
linear regression models with different distributional assumptions on 
the errors , say normally or logistic distributed . Alternatively ,  the 
competing regressions models may have the same distributional 
assumption on the errors but different functional forms such as the 
linear or the exponential form. 
Since the conditional models Fe and G1 do not have any 
conditional distribution in common, it must be the case that 
f < · l · : e.> # g( · l · : y. > .  I t  follows that the second part of Theorem 3 . S  
applies. Moreover ,  from Lemma 4 .2 , the asymptotic variance bl� can be 
consistently estimated by :2 or by w2 under the null hypothesis that n n 
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the models Fe and G1 are equivalent . i . e. , under H0 • Thus we have the 
following straightforward model selection test. Let : and ro be the n n 
positive square roots of :2 and w2 respectively. n n 
Theorem i ·1 (Model Selection Tests for Strictly Non-Nested Models ) : 
Given Assumptions Al-A6 ,  
(i ) 
(11) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
under H0 : 
under Hr : 
under Hg : 
-1/2 A A (:, D n LRn<en• Yn> bin � N(0, 1 ) , 
-1/2 A A (:, n LRn<en• Yn> bin 
-1/2LR A - (:, n n<en• Yn> bin 
a .s .  
� +m, 
a. s. 
� -m, 
properties (i ) -(iii) hold if � is replaced by bl • n n 
(S .6 )  
( s .  7 )  
(S.8 ) 
Theorem S .2 provides a very simple directional test for model 
selection. Specifically , one chooses a critical value c from the 
standard normal distribution for some significance level . If the 
_1 /� A A A value of the statistic n �,�LRn(en, yn) /bln is higher than c then one 
rejects the null hypothesis that the models are equivalent in favor of 
-1/2 " " ,,.. Fe being better than a1• If n LRn<en• Yn) /bln is smaller than -c 
then one rejects the null hypothesis in favor of G1 being better than 
-1/2 A A /'o Fe. Finally if I n  LRn(en,yn) /blnl � c then one cannot discriminate 
between the two competing models given the data. Similar inferences 
can of course be made based on the other statistic 
-1/2 A A ;- 7 n LRn(9n, yn) "'n· 
Let us note that these statistics are extremely easy to 
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compute. Indeed from Equations ( 3 . 1 ) , ( 4 .2 ) and ( 4 . 3 )  these statistics 
are : 
AA -1/2LR (9 ,y) n n 
A 
"'n 
A A -1/2LR (9 • Yn) n n n 
bin 
{t�l 
A A LRn(9n • Yn> 
A 12 [ r< Yt l zt;en> _ ![ A A > ]211/2 log A n LRn< 9n• Yn g( Yt l zt;yn) 
A A 
LRn( 9n, yn) 
A 12 n [ f(Yt 1 Zt;9n) 11/2 { [ log A t=l g (Yt l zt;yn) 
. ( 5 .9) 
( 5 . 10) 
Hence both statistics are equal to the difference in the maximum log-
likelihood values for the two models suitably normalized . The 
normalization in Equation ( 5 .10) is directly obtained from the sum of 
A A squares or mt• log [f(Yt l zt;en> /g (Yt l zt;yn) ] , while the normalization 
in Equation ( 5 .9 )  is obtained from the sum of squared deviations of mt 
1 A A from its sample mean which is equal to nLRn( 9n , yn) .  Alternatively , 
these statistics can be readily obtained from an additional linear 
regression. For instance , it can be shown that the statistic ( 5 .9 )  is 
numerically equal to [ ( n  - 1 ) /nJ 1/2 times either the usual t-statistic 
on the constant term in a linear regression of mt on only the constant 
term. or the usual t- statistic on the coefficient of mt in a linear 
regression of 1 on mt.
8 
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We now contrast our approach to the more familiar approach 
initiated by Akaike (1973 , 1974 ) . First , as in the model selection 
literature ,  our statistics ( 5 .9 )  and ( 5 . 10) can be thought of as 
defining a criterion for selecting among competing models. Omitting 
the normalizing factors � and ; , our criterion is based on the n n 
f A uncorrected log-likelihood Ln(9n) of a model . Thus to decide which 
model is "best" one can directly compare the maximum values of the 
log-likelihoods of the competing models and choose the model with the 
highest log-likelihood. Our criterion is very intuitive . It 
contrasts with the previous model selection criteria that are based on 
the maximum log-likelihood corrected for the number of estimated 
parameters (Akaike ( 1973 ,  1974) , Sawa ( 1978) , Schwarz ( 197 8) , Chow 
( 1981 ) ) .  Such a difference arises for the reason that these latter 
model selection criteria were initially derived, not as estimates of 
EO [log f ( Yt , Zt;e. > J , but as approximations to the alternative 
criterion EA [EO [log f(Yt l Zt;; ) ] ]  where EA ( • ]  is the expectation e n e n n 
A with respect to the (asymptotic) distribution of the ML estimator en, 
and EO [ · ]  is the expectation with respect to the true ( joint) 
A distribution of ( Y  • •  Z.) where e_ is treated as a constant (see Sawa " " n 
( 197 8, Rule 2 . 1  - ( i i) ) ,  and Chow ( 1981 ) ) . 9 
Lien and Vuong ( 1986) pointed out, however, that each of these 
well- known model selection criteria can be thought of as a consistent 
estimate of EO [log f ( Yt l Zt;e. > J . In addition. each of these model 
selection criterion appropriately normalized is asymptotically 
equivalent to the LR-statistics ( 5 .9 )  and ( 5 . 10) under the null 
hypothesis that the models are (KLIC ) equivalent, i . e . ,  under H0 • 
Hore generally, let 
A A 
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A A LJ!n ( 9n • Tn > s LRn(9n, yn) - Kn(F9,G7
) ( 5 . 11 )  
where Kn <F9, G7
) is a correction factor depending on  the 
characteristics of the competing models F9 and G 7 • We have : 
Corollary �.i ( Equivalent Hodel Selection Tests of Strictly Non-Nested 
Models) : Given Assumptions A1-A6, suppose that 
( i )  
-1 /2K (F G )  = o ( 1 ) . n n &' T P 
under H0: 
-1/2 � A A ,,. D n Ln (9 , y  ) /&J � N ( 0, 1 ) .  n n n n 
/2 ,. ,. ,,. a . s .  ( ii )  under Hf : n
-1 LRn(9n , yn ) /&Jn � +m, 
/2 ,. ,. ,,. a . s .  ( iii) under Hg : n
-1 LRn(9n • Tn) f&Jn � -m . 
This result follows by noticing that : 
-1/2 - A A ,,. -1 /z_ _ A A ,,. _ _  n LRn (9n, yn) /&Jn = n ' LRn ( 9n • Tnl/&Jn + op ( lJ .  
( 5 . 12 ) 
( 5 . 1 3 )  
- A It also follows that &Jn can equivalently replace &Jn in Corollary 5 .3 .  
Example of correction factors that satisfy ( S . 12 ) are Kn(F9, G7> = 
p - q and Kn (F9,G7> 
= ilog n - �log n, which correspond to Akaike 
( 1973 )  and Schwarz ( 1978) information criteria. 
Corollary S . 3  implies that one can also use the corrected log-
A A likelihood ratio LR (e , y  ) as a basis for a model selection test . n n n 
Then, in terms of the uncorrected LR statistic, one would not reject 
-1/2 ,,. -1/2 A A ,,. H0 whenever -c + n Kn <F9,G7) /&Jn � n 
LRn(9n , yn )f&Jn � 
-1/2 ,,. c + n Kn (F9,G7) /&Jn where c is obtained from the standard normal 
distribution. It is clear that the main effect of the correction 
factor K (F9, G  ) is to translate the critical region (-c , +c ) in the n T 
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appropriate direction. Which correction factor is preferable depends 
on how well the exact small sample distribution of n-l/2LRn<�n •�n>f;n 
is approximated under H0 by the asymptotic N( 0 , 1 )  distribution. 
A second fundamental difference between our approach and the 
previous literature on model selection is that our approach is 
probabilistic. Though Amemiya ( 1980) and HcAleer and Bera ( 1983 )  have 
argued that an important difference between non-nested hypothesis 
testing and model selection is that the former framework allows "a 
probabilistic statement to be made regarding model selection, " while 
the second does not, this criticism no longer applies to our approach 
which puts model selection in a significance testing situation. 
Indeed, by appropriately normalizing the LR statistic, we were able to 
construct a directional test of the hypothesis that the competing 
models are equivalent against the hypothesis that one of the two 
models is "better ."  As a consequence we do not necessarily have to 
choose a "best" model if the competing models turn out to be 
statistically equivalent . 
Our definitions have the desirable property that a correctly 
specified model is necessarily at least as good as any other models .  
They are nonetheless arbitrary. Indeed, there exist many criteria 
other than the KLIC that can be used to measure the distance between 
two distributions . Clearly, an analysis analogous to the one given 
here can be worked out for each of these other criteria. For 
instance , using the mean square error (MSE) of prediction, White and 
Olson ( 1979) obtained a symmetric and directional normal test for 
choosing between two non-linear regression models .  When the errors 
are normally distributed, the KLIC and the MSE of prediction lead, 
however, to identical definitions of equivalence. Moreover, as Lien 
and Vuong ( 1986 )  showed, the White and Olson test and our LR-based 
test become asymptotically equivalent when the competing models are 
normal linear regressions. 
Finally, one may not be so much interested in the truth of a 
model, but may be concerned by the number of parameters in a model. 
To take into account the parsimonious nature of a model, one may add 
to the criterion ( S .1) a penalty k( • ) depending on the number of 
parameters in the model . In this case, the model F9 is said to be 
better than, equivalent to, or worse than the competing model GY if 
and only if 
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0[ f (Yt l zt ; e. >l 
A � E logg ( Yt l Zt ; r. > 
- [k (p )  - k (q ) ) CS .14) 
is positive, equal to zero, or negative respectively. 10 Let H0, Hf' 
and Hg denote the hypotheses A = 0, A > O, and A < 0 respectively. As 
before we can consider the statistic (S .11) where the correction 
factor is now: 
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Kn<Fe,Gy) = nk(p )  - nk(q) . ( S .15 ) 
Theorem �.J (Alternative Model Selection Tests for Strictly Non-
Nested Models) : Let K (F9,G ) be as in (S .15 ) . Given Assumptions n Y 
Al-A6, 
-1/2 - A A ,A D ( i )  under H0 : n LR (� ,y ) '"' � N ( O, l ) ,  n n n n 
( ii) under IIf : I 
,.. ,.. ,A a .s  n-1 2Liin c en, yn ) /"'n � +m, 
( iii) under Ilg : 
-1/2 ,.. ,.. ,A a . s .  n Liin <en•Yn> !"'n � -m. 
Theorem 5 . 4  generalizes Theorem 5 .2 to allow for any kind of 
penalty function in the definition of equivalent models. As in 
A corollary 5 . 3 ,  �n can replace "'n in that theorem. A fundamental 
difference is that the null and alternative hypotheses are now 
different from those considered up to now. Also, unlike Corollary 
S .3, the correction factor ( 5 .15) does not have to satisfy Condition 
( 5 .12 ) .  The remarks following Corollary 5 .3 nonetheless apply, and 
for instance, one cannot 
n-1/2LRn(�n'�n>fwn i c + 
reject H0 whenever 
-1/2 ,A n KnCF9,Gy) foon. 
-1/2 ,A -c + n KnCF9,G1l/"'n i 
In the next sections on overlapping models and nested models , 
we shall not discuss the generalizations of Corollary S . 3 and Theorem 
S . 4 .  It is clear that similar results can be established. 
3 1  
6 .  OVERLAPPING K>DELS 
In this section, we shall apply our model selection approach 
to the case where the two competing models are overlapping . A simple 
example of two overlapping models is that of two standard linear 
regression models with some common explanatory variables . Another 
example is the dichotomous logit and probit models. 1 1  As in the 
previous section, we shall propose some significance tests for 
discriminating and choosing between two models. We first give a 
formal definition of overlapping models . 
Definition fi . 1  (Overlapping Models ) : Two conditional models Fe and G - y 
are overlapping if and only if: 
( i )  Fe n Gy F d. 
( iil Fe¢ GY and GY ¢Fe . 
( 6  . 1 )  
( 6 .2 ) 
Condition ( i )  says that Fe and G1 must have some common conditional 
distributions for Yt given Zt • while condition ( ii) says that neither 
model must be nested in the other . 
As in the previous section, our objective is to construct 
tests of H0 against Hr or Hg . Given the definitions ( S . 2 ) - ( S . 4 )  of 
these hypotheses, a natural test statistic is again the LR statistic. 
The overlapping case is , however, more difficult than the strictly 
non-nested case for the following reason. Contrary to the strictly 
non-nested case , the asymptotic distribution of the LR statistic and 
the speed at which it converges to the distribution is unknown under 
the null hypothesis H0• Indeed, since Fen Gy F d, then one may have 
f( · l · : e. >  = g ( • l · : y. > . From Theorem 3 .S ,  it follows that , under 
o o I Ho: E [log f ( Yt l Zt: e. > J  = E [log g (Yt Zt ;y• ) J : 
( i )  if f< · l · : e.> = g < - l ·;y. > . 
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"' "' D 2LRn<en, yn) � Hp+q< • . �. > , ( 6 . 3 )  
( ii) i f  f< · l · :e. > F g < · l ·;y. > , 
-1/2 "' "' D 2 n LR (e ,y ) � N(O ,cu• ) .  n n n ( 6 . 4 )  
Since one does not know a priori if  f C · l · :&.J = g ( · l · : y. ) holds , one 
does not know the form of the asymptotic distribution of the LR 
statistic under the null hypothesis H0. We distinguish two cases :  
the general case and the case where one knows a priori that at least 
one model is correctly specified. 
For the general case we propose a sequential procedure which 
consists in testing first whether fC · l · : a. > = g( · l · : y• )  and then in 
using the appropriate null distribution of the LR statistic to 
construct a model selection test . From Lemma 4 . 1 , we know that 
f ( · l · :e. >  = g ( • l · : y• )  if and only if cu! = O. Thus , for the first step , 
a natural test can be based on the variance statistics � and �2 of n n 
which the asymptotic properties are derived in Section 3 . We call 
such a test , the variance test since it is used to test f( · l · : e. > 
g C · l · ;y• )  against fC • l · :e. > F g ( · l · : y. l , or equivalently: 
H� : cu� 0 against Heu· ... 2 � o 12 A. w• ,. . ( 6 . S )  
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Once it is known whether or not w! = O,  then one can use the 
appropriate null distribution of the LR statistic to test H0 against 
Hf or Hg. The second step simplifies since one need not in fact carry 
out a test of H0 against Hr or Hg when w! = O. Indeed H� is included 
in H0 since if f( ·f · ;e.> = g(·f · : r. >  then the models F9 and Gr must 
necessarily be equivalent .  On the other hand, when w! I 0, then one 
may have Eo [log f(Yt l zt : e. > J  = E
o [log g(Yt l zt:r. > 1  so that a test of 
H0 against Hf or Hg must still be carried out . 
2 However, when w• I 0, 
then (6 .4 ) holds so that the simple normal test based on 
-1/2 A A /' -1/2 A A 1_ n LRn<en . rn) /wn or n LRn(e. rn> wn discussed in the previous 
section can be applied. 
To summarize, the sequential procedure is: 
(i) Test � against H� using the variance test based on � or 
nw!. If � cannot be rejected, then conclude that the 
models F9 and Gr cannot be discriminated given the data . 
� is rejected, then proceed to 
(ii) Test H0 against Hf or Hg using the normal model selection 
-1/2 A A /' test based on the statistic n LR (9 . r  )/w or n n n n 
-1/2 A A -n LRn<en,y ) /w as discussed in Section S .  n n 
As a test of the null hypothesis of interest H0 that the 
models are equivalent, this sequential procedure has an exact 
significance level which is asymptotically bounded above by the 
maximum of the asymptotic significance levels a1 and a2 used for the 
variance test (i) and the normal LR-test (ii) . 13 For instance if 
If 
a1 = a2 = 1°"', than the exact significance level of this procedure, as 
3 4  
a test of  H0, is asymptotically no larger than 1°"'. 
We now consider in more detail the variance test to be used in 
A A the first step . Let An be the vector of p + q eigenvalues of Wn where 
on is the sample analog of W as defined in Equation (3 . 9) . For 
instance, on is obtained by replacing in Equation (3 .9 )  the matrix 
A A Bfg<e •• r. > . say, by its sample analog Bfgn<en. rn> defined in Equation 
(2 . 9 ) . Let � be the vector of squares of tn. 
Theorem !.1 (Variance Tests for Discrimination) : Given Assumptions 
Al-A7, 
(i) under �· for any x z o . 
(ii) 
Al � Pr(nwn � x )  - �+q< x ; An) 
A2 a . s .  
under H�, nron � + .. , 
a . s .  
� o . 
(iii) properties (i) and (ii) hold for nw2 • n 
(6 . 6 )  
The variance test consists first in choosing a critical value 
� x so that Hp+q<x . An) 1 - a' for some significance level a, and then 
w A2 14 in rejecting H0 if llbl 0  > x .  Part (i) ensures that the asymptotic 
size is a, while Part (ii) says that the test is consistent . Similar 
conclusion applies to the test based on nW2• Let us note that n 
computation of the statistic n� and nw2 is straightforward given n n 
their definitions (4 .2 ) and (4 .3 ) .  
A As mentioned in Section 4 .  computation of the eigenvalues An 
somewhat simplifies if the information matrix equivalences (3 .11 ) 
3 S  
hold. A Moreover, the eigenvalues An need not be computed when 
condition (iii) or (iv) of Theorem 4 . 4 holds, in which case both � 
and nw2 converges, under Ho, to a chi-square distribution with degrees n w 
A A of freedom equal to p +  q - 2 rank Bfgn(9n• Yn> · As mentioned in 
Section 4 ,  condition (iii) - (iv) of Theorem 4 . 4  are satisfied when F9 
and G are orthogonal models, in which case both r:::1- and nw2 converge y n n 
to a chi-square distribution with p + q degrees of freedom under the 
null hypothesis H� . 
As pointed out earlier, the difficulty in selecting among 
overlapping models arises from the fact that f(•f • ; e. >  may or may not 
be equal to g C • I  • ;y•) under the null hypothesis H0 : 
o o I E [log f(Yt l zt ;e. > J  = E [log g(Yt Zt ; r. > 1  so that the form of the 
asymptotic null distribution of the LR statistic is a priori unknown. 
This is not, however, the case if one knows a priori that at least one 
of the two overlapping models is correctly specified, as this is 
frequently assumed in the model selection literature. Let us note 
that we do not say whether it is Fe or GY that is correctly specified. 
!&l!ll!!Sl �.�: Given Assumptions A2 and A3 , suppose that 
H0c y l z >  a Fe U Gr' 
then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i ) HO C y l z l  a F9 n Gy, 
(11) f( ·f · ,9·) = g(of · ; y. ) ,  
C iiil Eo [ log f(Yt l zt ;e. > J  = E
o [log g(Yt l zt ; r. > J . 
( 6 . 7 )  
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From (i) and (iii) it follows that, when at least one model is 
known to be correctly specified, then the models F9 and GY are CKLIC) 
equivalent if and only if the other model is correctly specified . That 
(i) implies (iii) is obvious. The intuition behind the reverse 
implication is based on the fact that when the model F9, say, is 
correctly specified then EO [log f(Yt l zt ;e.> J =  E
0 [log h°CYtf Zt )] .  
Thus, when condition (iii) holds, EO [ log g(Yt l Zt ; r. > l  = 
o o I E [log h (Yt Zt) ]  and therefore GY must be correctly specified. 
From (ii ) and (iii) we have that the models F9 and GY are 
equivalent if and only if f C • l • ;e. > = g C · l · ; y. > . 15 The importance of 
this second equivalence is that under the null hypothesis H0, we now 
always have f C · l · ; e. > = g C · l · ; r. > so that the asymptotic distribution 
of the LR statistic is given by the weighted sum of chi-squares 
obtained in Theorem 3 .S - (i) . Thus in this case we can bypass the 
above sequential procedure, and directly construct a model selection 
test based on the LR statistic . 
Theorem �·i (Model Selection Test for Overlapping Models ) :  In 
addition to Assumptions Al-AS, suppose that at least one model is 
correctly specif!ed.16 Then: 
(i) under H0, for any x 2 o, 
(11) 
(11i) 
A A A a.s .  Pr(2LRn(9n,yn) � x) - Mp+q<x ; An) � 0, 
A A a .s .  under Hf : 2LRn(9n,yn) � +<», 
A A a .s .  under Hg : 2LRn(9n,yn) � -a>, 
( 6 . 8 )  
The LR-based test is carried out by choosing critical values 
A 
from the weighted sum of chi-squares Mp+q< · ; An) .  Since the LR-based 
3 7  
test i s  two sided , two critical values c1 and c2 are chosen, one from 
the upper-tail and one from the lower
-
tail of this distibution. As 
for the normal LR-based test of Section S, the test is directional in 
the sense that H0 is rejected in favor of Hf or Hg according to 
A A A A 17 whether 2LRn ( en , yn) > c1 or 2 LRn <en , yn) < c2 respectivel y .  
Let u s  also note that the burdensome computation o f  the 
A 
eigenvalues An simplifies when one model is correctly s pecified . 
Indeed, under H0 , when one model is correctly specified then the other 
must also be correctly specified ( see Lemma 6 .3 )  so that , from the 
information matrix equivalences ( 3 . 1 1 ) , the matrix W reduces t o : 1 8  
w 
[ IP 
- Bgf< r  • • e. > a;
1 < e. >  
A 
Bfg < e • •  r. > Bg < r. >  
• 
-
1 
l 
-I q 
In addition, the eigenvalues An need not be computed when the two 
overlapping models are orthogonal in which case the off-diagonal 
( 6 . 9 )  
blocks o f  W are identically nul l .  The distribution then reduces to 
the distribution of a difference be tween two independent chi-squares 
with p and q degrees of freedom. 
7 .  NESTED MODELS 
We now consider the more familiar case of nested models .  We 
first relate our probabilistic model selection approach to the 
classical nested-hypo thesis testing situation. Then we propose a LR-
3 8  
based test for selecting between two nested models .  This test reduces 
to the classical Neyman-Pearson ( 192 8 )  LR test when the largest model 
is correctly specified . We also propose a new test for nested 
hypotheses based on the variance statistics of Section 3 .  
We first give a formal definition of nested model s .  
Definition 1 ·! ( Nested Model s ) : Two conditional model s F
e 
and GY are 
nested if and only if: 
Gr c 
Fe or Fe c Gr . ( 7 . 1 )  
We shall assume throughout this section that GY is nested in 
Fe , i . e . , that Gr c 
F9 . We make the following regularity assumption 
on the parameterizations e and y. 
Assumption Al : There exists a c2-function d( • ) from f to 9 such that : 
g ( · l · ; y ) = f ( · l · : d( y ) ) for any y in r. ( 7 . 2 ) 
Condition ( 7 . 2 ) states that any conditional density g C · l · ; y )  is also a 
conditional density f! · l · ; e) for some 9 in 9. Since d(f) is included 
in 9, then the conditional model GY is indeed nested in F
e
· 
Let us note that the pseudo-true parameter 9• is not 
necessarily equal to d<r.>  since 9• may not even belong to d(f) . The 
next resul t relates the condition e. s d (J') to the condition that F
e and G are equivalent, and to the condition that f( • I • ; &. >  = y 
g (  · I  · : r. > . 
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Lemma 1 .1 :  Given Assumptions A2 , A3 , and AS , the following statements 
are equivalent : 
( i l e. = d<r. > . 
( ii l e. a d<f> . 
( iii)  Eo [log f (Yt l zt ;e. > J  = E
0 c 1og g (Yt l zt • r. > J . 
( iv )  f( • ( • ; 9• ) = g ( • ( • ; y. ) . 
Lemma 7 . 2 is important since it shows that our model selection 
approach coincides with the classical testing approach when the models 
e are nested . For , the condition H0 : e. a d<f> can be interpreted as 
the condition that e. satisfies some restrictions. and thus corresponds 
to the parametric null hypothesis of the classical testing framework 
in implicit form . On the other hand , the null hypothesis in our model 
selection approach is H0 • From ( ii )  and ( iii) , we have that H� and H0 
are equivalent , as must be their respective alternatives 
e 9 9 HA : e. i d<f> and Hr U Hg . Thus testing H0 against HA is equivalent 
to testing H0 against Hf U Hg . In other words , testing whether or not 
9• satisfies some restrictions is equivalent to testing whether or not 
the smaller model is equivalent to the larger model . 1 9  
A s  a matter of fact , the alternative to the nul l hypothesis H0 
is Hf' i . e . , that the model F9 is better than GY
. Indeed Fe can never 
be worse that G since we must have : y 
E0 c 1og f (Yt l zt ;e. > J  l E° C 1og g (Yt l zt:r. > J .  ( 7 . 3 )  
s o  that H can never occur . g Thus , we in fact have the equivalence 
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between H! and Hf. 
As argued earlier , the LR statistic is a natural statistic for 
selecting among models. Thus , we shall consider a LR-based test of H0 
e e against Hf or equivalently of H0 against HA . From Lemma 7 . 2 , we 
always have f( • ( • ;e. > = g (· ( · ; y• )  under the null hypothesis H0 . Thus , 
there is here no ambiguity as to the asymptotic distribution of the LR 
statistic which is the weighted sum of chi-squares obtained in Theorem 
3 . S - ( i) . We need a preliminary result relating the matrices Bg • Ag ' 
Bf, Ar and Brg under the null hypothesis H0 . 
� 1 .1 :  Given Assumptions A2 - AS , and AS , then under H� : 
( i) 
( ii) 
( iii) 
ai <r.> ad<r. > ai <r.> ad<r.> 
Bg <r. > = -a-r-Br<e. >--.-;  Ag <r. > = --a--Ar<e. >--.-. ay r ay 
ai < r. > 
Bgr <r • • e. > = --ay--Br<e. > . 
ai < r. > 
q � p ,  rank --ay-- = q .  
Let us note that Lemma 7 . 3 says i n  particular that the 
dimension q of the parameters y cannot be greater than the dimension p 
of the parameter 9. This is expected since GY is nested in Fe · 
- A -
It is convenient to define 9n = d(yn) ; an is nothing else than 
the constrained ( quasi) maximum likelihood estimator of 9• subject to 
the constraints that 9 belongs to d(I') .  Then the usual LR statistic 
of the unconstrained vs . the constrained model is : 
A 
LRn( 9n, ifn) 
A A 
= LRn(en , yn) • 
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ti 
A 
f(Yt 1 Zt; 8n) log f ( Yt l Zt ; D'n >
' ( 7 .4)  
where the second equality follows from Assumption AB and the 
definition of g . n 
The next result is similar to Kent ( 1 9B2 ) Theorem 3 . 1 ,  and 
gives the properties of the model selection or nested hypothesis test 
based on the LR statistic .  I n  particular , i t  greatly simplifies the 
computation of the non-zero eigenvalues of the general matrix W in 
Theorem 3 . S by replacing W by a matrix K of lower dimension. 
Specifically , l e t :  [ao< y. > _1 ao ' < y. > K = Br< e. > --,-Ag < Y • > _a_y_ ay 
A 
- •f' < •, > J . ( 7 . 5 )  
and l e t  1n be t h e  vector o f  p eigenvalues of the sample analog Kn of 
Ji .  
Theorem 1 .� ( LR  Tests for Nested Models ) : Given Assumptions Al-AS and 
A8 , 
A 
the eigenvalues 1n are almost surely all real non-negative and : 
( i) under H� . for any x 2 O, 
( ii )  
,. ,. 
Pr ( 2LRn (9n , D'n> ! x) - MP ( x ;1n) 
e ,. under HA ' 2 LRn (en. �n) 
a . s .  
� +m. 
a . s .  
� o. 
The test is one sided. It is carried out by choosing a 
,. 
( 7 .6)  
critical value from Mp ( • ;1n) and by rejecting the hypothesis that the 
model s are equivalent or that a• belongs to d(f) if twice the LR 
statistic is greater than this critical value . The test applies 
whether or not the larger model is correctly specified. 
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As noted by White ( 1 9B2a ) , if the information matrix holds for 
the larger model then one obtains from Lemma 7 . 3 and Theorem 3 . 6 :  
Corollary 1 ·� ( LR Tests for Nested Models given Information Matrix 
Equivalence ) :  Given Assumptions Al-AS , AB suppose that Ar< &.> + 
Br<&.>  = O :  
( i )  under H� , 2LRn<;n , D'n> 
D 
2 � xp-q ' 
under H: . 2 LRn <;n• �n> 
a . s .  
( ii )  � +m. 
The well-known Wilks ( 1 93 8) result follows since the information 
matrix equivalence Ar<e. >  + Br< e. >  = o holds if the larger model is 
correctly specified ( see footnote l B) . 
Using the equivalence between H� and H0 , we have motivated the 
LR statistic as a basis for constructing a test of H� against H! under 
general conditions. But from Lemmas 7 . 2 and 4.1 , we also have the 
equivalence between H� and H� 
the parametric hypothesis H� 
against H� . 
: w� = 0 .  This suggests that,  to test 
against H� we can equival ently test ff!'.: 
n v 
Thus , we have a new test for nested hypothesis based on the 
variance statistics � and ;;;'- as defined in Equations ( 4 . 2 )  and ( 4.3 ) . n n 
A2 A Let 1n be the squares of the eigenvalues 1n· 
Theorem 1 ·� ( Variance Tests for Nested Model s ) : Given Assumptions 
Al-AS : 
( i )  under H� , for any x i O, 
a . a .  
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"2 � Pr ( nwn ! x )  - MP ( x ;An) � 
o . ( 7 . 7 )  
( ii )  
( iii) 
9 
"2 a . a .  
under HA ' nwn � +a>, 
properties C i )  and ( i i )  hold for n;;;2
• n 
As for the LR test of Theorem 7 . 4 ,  variance tests are one
-
side d .  They are carried o u t  b y  choosing a critical value from 
M ( • ;l2> and by rejecting the hypothesis that e. belongs to dCr> if 
P n 
n�2 or nW2 is larger than this critical value . These statistics n'::l-n n n 
and nw2 are readily computed . Indeed from Equation ( 4 .2 ) and ( 4 . 3 )  we n 
have using Assumption AS : 
n':l n 
nw2 n 
f ( Yt ( Zt; 9n) 
[ A 
]
2 
t�l 
log f ( Yt ( Zt ; fn) 
n [ f ( Yt ( Zt ;;n)
l
2 
[ log f ( Y  I Z · I  ) t=l t t ' n 
1 2 A - nLRn( 9n • Jn) ,  ( 7 . S )  
( 7 . 9 ) 
where Un is the constrained ML estimator . For instance , n� is the 
sum of square residuals in a linear regression of 
A 20 mt • log [f(Yt ( Zt ;9n) /f C Yt ( Zt ;fn) ]  on the constant term. 
If, however , the larger model is correctly specified,  then the 
A 
eigenvalues 1n need not be computed since in this case the limiting 
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distribution reduces to the central chi-square distribution with p - q 
degrees of freedom , as other classical statistics . 
Corollary 1 ·1 ( Variance Tests for Nested Models given Information 
Matrix Equivalence ) :  Given Assumptions Al - AS , suppose that 
Arc e. >  + Bre e. >  = o : 
( i) 
( ii )  
D 
under H9 n':l � x2 
o
• n p-q ' 
9 
A2 a . a .  
under HA ' nw � +ao, n . 
( iii)  properties (i)  and ( ii )  hold for nw2 • n 
As mentioned earlier , the information matrix equivalence 
Ar<&.>  + Br< &. >  = O holds if the larger model is correctly specifie d .  
S .  CONCLUSION 
In this pape r ,  we have proposed a new and general approach to 
model selection whether the competing models are nested , overlapping 
or non-nested , and whether the models are correctly specified. This 
approach has the desirable property that it coincides with the usual 
classical testing approach when the models are nested. I t  is 
probabil istic and is based on testing if the compe ting models are as 
close to the true distribution against the hypothesis that one model 
is closer than the other . Since the maximum log-likelihood of a model 
is a natural estimator of the distance between the model and the true 
distribution as measured by the Kul lback-Lei bler information 
criterion, all our model selection tests , with the exception of the 
variance tests discussed above , are LR-based tests . As a 
prerequisite, we have therefore fully characterized the asymptotic 
distribution of the LR statistic under the most general conditions . 
4 S  
In Section S o n  non-nested models ,  w e  have contrasted our 
model selection approach to the more familiar one originated by Akaike 
( 1973 ,  1 974) . In Section 7 on nested models ,  we have shown that 
classical nested hypothesis tests are in fact model selection tests .  
We now express our view on the general purpose of model selection, 
specification testing, and non-nested hypothesis testing in 
econometric modelling. 
First , it is important to note that model selection tests , as 
we have defined, can be thought of as specification tests. Indeed , 
given a statistical model , it is natural to question its validity . If 
one has in mind some reasons for possible misspecification of the 
initial model , one has in fact a list of competing models. To 
simplify , suppose that there is only one competing model . Then, by 
carrying out the model selection tests proposed in this paper,  one may 
be able to conclude that the initial model is misspecified. 
Specifically,  if one rejects the equivalence be tween these two models 
in favor of the competing model being better , then the initial model 
must be misspecified . Moreover, rejection suggests in which direction 
the initial model must be modified since the test indicates that the 
alternative model is closer to the truth . 2 1  On the other hand , in the 
other two situations where the equivalence cannot be rejected or the 
equivalence is rejected in favor of the initial model being better , 
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one cannot infer that the initial model is correctly specified. This 
is usual in specification testing where acceptance of the null 
hypothesis does not in general imply correct specification of the 
model under test.  
The previous paragragh does not imply that specification tests 
as originated by Hausman ( 1978) and White ( 1982a) are unimportant. 22 
First , as we have seen in the overlapping case, our model sel ection 
tests simplify if the information matrix equivalence holds or if at 
least one model is correctly specified. Second , and more importantly,  
specification tests are useful when one does not have any precise 
alternative models in mind . There is,  however , a difference between 
model specification testing and our approach to model selection. 
Indeed , in model specification testing , one first performs various 
available specification tests , and then investigates the power of the 
tests so as to interpret the implicit alternatives to the initial 
model specification. On the other hand , in model selection, one must 
first have some ideas about possible form of misspecification to 
formulate alternative models.  Then one carries out some model 
selection tests to decide if the initial model is correctly 
specified . 23 
We now turn to the important comparison between our model 
selection approach and the non-nested hypotheses approach as 
originated by Cox ( 1961 ,  1 962) . In the conditional framework of 
Section 2 ,  the Cox statistic for testing the model F0 using the 
evidence provided by GY is based on the modified LR statistic : 
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,. 
f 1 ,. ,. 1 n J 
f ( y l Zt; en> ,. 24 Tn = nLRn ( en• Tnl - n )"  log ,. f( y l Zt ; en ) dy .  i=-1 Y g ( y l Zt ; Tn ) 
( 8 . 1 )  
I t  i s  easy to see that the implicit null and alternative hypotheses of 
the Cox test are : 
Hf 0 
f C y l z ; e. >  0 
fz l fy
log g ( y l z ; T. > [h ( y l z l - f( y l z ;
e. ) J dy ) ho ( z) dz = o , ( 8 . 2 ) 
where ho ( z) is the true marginal density of Zt ' and H� is the negation 
of H�. It is clear that if Fe is correctly specified so that 
ho ( y l z l  = f( y l z ;e. ) , then Equation ( 8 .2 ) is satisfied. On the other 
hand , the null hypothesis H� may hold even though the model Fe is 
misspecified so that the Cox-test does not have power against this 
type of misspecification. Along the same l ines , let us note that when 
G1 is nested in Fe • the parametric 
included but not necessarily equal 
e 
hypothesis H0 : 
e. = d< r. >  is 
to H�. Hence , contrary to our 
approach , Cox ' s  approach does not coincide with the classical 
hypothesis approach when the models are nested . This is so because 
Cox ' s  null hypothesis H� is different from our null hypothesis H0 • 
Though HacKinnon ( 1983 ) has argued that non-nested hypothesis 
tests should be interpreted as "model specification tests using the 
evidence provided by non-nested alternative hypotheses , "  it is well-
known that Cox-type tests have also been used as discrimination or 
model selection tes t s .  This is done by reversing the role of Fe and 
G1 in which case one has nine possible outcomes ( se e ,  e . g . , Fisher and 
HcAleer ( 1 979) ) according to whether H:. H�. or tt! holds on the one 
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hand , and H� , �· or ff� holds on the other hand . The hypotheses H:. 
H�, and tt! corresponds to whether the left-hand side of ( 8 .2 ) is 
negative , zero, or positive . Similar definitions apply to H� . H� . and 
� when Fe is replaced by GT . Given our definitions of equivalent and 
better models ,  we can provide in the following table the conclusion 
associated with each of these nine possibilities : 
Hf Hf 0 H
f 
+ 
� indecisive Fe 2 GT Fe > G1 
Hg G 1 l Fe f< · l · ; e. >  = g ( · l · ; r. >  impossible 0 ( => Fe a G1) 
� G 'Y > Fe impossible impossible 
where , for instance , G1 2 Fe indicates that G1 is at least as good as 
Fe , and G1 > Fe indicates that G1 is ( strictly) better than Fe · 
We now explain such a table which relies on the remark that 
the hypotheses H:. H�. and tt! can be rewritten respectively as : 
o I < o I E [ log f ( Y. z. ; e. > J � E C log g ( Y. z. ;T. > l "' "' . , "' "' -
f( y l z ; e. >  0 + f z f Ylog g ( y l z ; r. >
f( y l z ; e. > h  ( z ) dydz . 
Simil arly ,  ttS ,  Hg0 , and H
g can be rewritten as : - + 
o < o I E [ log g ( Yt l Zt ; r. > l  y E [ log f ( Yt Zt • r. > l  
( 8 . 3 )  
f g ( y l z ; y• )  0 + 
Z 
fy
log f ( ylz ; e. > g ( y l
z ; y. ) h  ( z) dydz . 
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( 8 . 4 )  
By Jense n ' s  inequali ty ,  the second terms i n  Equations ( 8 . 3 )  and ( 8 . 4 )  
are both non-negative , and equal t o  zero i f  and only i f  f< · l · ; e. >  
g ( · I  • ; y. > . This explains why the three possibilities ( � , H�) , 
< tt!. , H�) , and < fl! , H�) cannot occur (asymptotical ly) . 2 5 As a 
consequence ,  when one rejects, say, H� in favor of H� in a Cox test , 
one need not reverse the hypotheses since one already knows that Fe is 
better than G1 • Moreover , from the second column of the tabl e ,  one 
need not either reverse the hypotheses when H� cannot be rejected 
since Fe is a t  least as good as o1 • This follows by noticing from 
Equations ( 8 . 3 )  and ( 8 . 4 )  that ( i )  ( � , H�) implies that Fe is at least 
as good as G1 , ( ii )  ( � . H�) implies that f( • l • ; e. >  = g ( • l · ; y• )  and 
hence that Fe and o1 are equivalent , and ( iii) that < fl! . H�) cannot 
occur . But l e t  us note that if one cannot reject H� so that Fe L GY
, 
there is no way using the Cox test to de termine if Fe is ( strictly) 
r better than o1 • The situation becomes worse if H0 is rejected in 
favor of H:. Indeed,  as the first column of the table indicates , even 
if one reverse the hypotheses,  one may conclude that the combination 
( � , H:) holds , but this combination is indecisive since all we know is 
that EO [log f ( Yt l Zt ; e. > J  - EO [ log g ( Yt l
z
t ; y. ) J  is less than the second 
term in Equation ( 8 . 3 ) , but larger than minus the second term in 
Equation ( 8 . 4 ) . 
Though non-nested hypothesis tests have sometimes been 
advocated by the fact than "an economic researcher would be more 
interested in the truth of a particular model than in choosing from 
among a given set of models" ( Datsoor ( 1 981 ) ) ,  we believe that this 
leads to a non-optimal strategy in econometric modeling. 26 Indeed , 
instead or testing the specification of each model in a l ist of 
compe ting models using the evidence provided by the alternative 
models ,  as this is done in non-nested hypothesis testing, it is more 
economical to choose the best model among this list and then, if one 
so 
is stil l interested in the truth , to perform either some specification 
tests on the best model or to expand the list of compe ting models so 
as to perform some further model selection tests. That this latter 
strategy is internally consistent is ensured by the fact that our 
definition of a "best" model is compa tible with that of a model being 
correctly specified . 
Much work remains to be done .  First , an important task is t o  
apply the proposed tests for model selection t o  some special cases 
such as the linear and non-linear regression models.  Comparison 
between the resulting tests and the avail able Cox-type tests woul d be 
useful . Second , asymptotic power comparison between our model 
selection tests, when treated as model specification tests, and 
current specification tests would be interesting. Third, it would be 
useful to compare our approach to the comprehensive approach advocated 
by Atkinson ( 1 96 9 , 1 970) which requires to nest the compe ting models 
in a larger model . An interesting case is that of a linear as a log-
linear functional form as considered by Box and Cox ( 1 964) . Fourth , 
it would be interesting to compare the performance of our model 
Sl 
selection tests to the tests using the encompassing principle as 
advocated by Hendry ( 19 83 ) , and Hizon and R ichard ( 19 82 ) .  Fifth, the 
above model selection tests have been obtained under the assumption 
that there are only two com pe ti ng  models .  I t  is therefore important 
to generalize our procedures to the case where there are many 
competing models .  I t  appears that the likelihood ratio principle can 
still be invoked by taking the supremum of the log-likelihood over all 
the alternative models .  
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APPENDIX 
Except when explicitly mentioned , all the matrices Ar• Br• Ag ' 
Bg , and Bfg are evaluated at the pseudo-true values 
e. and r • • 
Proof of Lemma 1 .1 : Given Assumptions Al-AS , we obtain using the 
Taylor expansions of the normal equations : 
f 
1 a L  c
e. >  1 12 ,. O = n-l 2 
�e 
+ Af • n ( 9n - e. >  + op ( l ) , 
12
a L�< r. >  1 12 ,. o = n-1 a + A  
• n (y - r. >  + op ( l ) , Y g n 
( A . 1 )  
( A . 2 ) 
( se e ,  e . g . , Vuo ng ( 1983 ) ,  proof of Theorem 3 ) ) .  On the other hand 
from the mul tivariate Central Limit Theorem ( se e ,  e . g .  Rao ( 197 3) ) :  [ a L�<e. > /ae l n [ Br 
n-1 /2 � N ( O , B aL�< r. > /ar gt 
Bfg 
Bg 
l ) . ( A . 3 )  
The desired result follows from ( A . 1 )  - ( A . 3 )  by noticing that Af and 
Ag are non-singular ( see , White ( 1982a, Theorem 3 . 1 ) ) .  
Proof QI Lemma i .1 :  Obvious from, e . g . , Vuong ( 1983 , Theorem 1 ) . 
f A .f!:QQf of !&mm.!! i .1 :  Taking a Taylor expansion of Ln< e. >  around en' we 
A 
have for some en in the segment c
e • •  enl :  
2 f -
Lf < e. >  n 
a Lr(; > ,. 1 ,. , a Ln( 9n> ,. 
Lr( ; > + � < e. - e > + 2<en - e. > , r nn - e. > .  n n ae •  n aeae 
( A . 4 )  
But the second term is null by definition of � • Since n 
n-1a2L�ce.> /aeae ' = Ar + op ( l ) , if follows that : 
S3 
f f A n A ' A Lnce. > = Ln<en> 1,J_ 2<en - e. > Ar< en - e. > + op< U .  ( A . S ) 
Similarly ,  we have : 
A n A • A L�( y. > = L� ( yn) + 2<yn - Y.> Ag<Yn - Y.> + op ( l ) . 
Since LRn<e • • y. > 
A A LRn(en , yn) 
L�ce. > - L�< Y. > . we obtain:  
n A ' A LRnce • • y.> - 2<en - e.> Ar<en - e. > 
A • A + �(yn - y•) Ag(Yn - y•)  + op ( l ) . 
Part ( i )  follows from the fact that LRnce. , y. > = o if fC · l · ;e. >  
g C · l · ; y. ) .  On the other hand , if f C • l · ;e. > � g C · l • ;y. ) ,  then 
LRnce. , y. > is not zero. 1/2 A But we always have n ( 9n - e. > and 
1/2 A n (yn - y•) being OP ( l ) . This establishes Part ( ii) . 
Proof QI Lemma 1 .J : From Moore ( 1978 , Theorem 1 ) , we know that 
( A . 6 ) 
(A . 7 ) 
, 1� 1� 1� Y QY - "i.iC · ; A) where A are the eigenvalues of O QJl where O 
p ' o112p, and P is an orthogonal matrix that diagonalizes 0 into D, 
i . e . , pop ' = D and pp' = p ' p = I . It remains to show that the m 
eigenvalues of o112on112 are the eigenvalues of QO . Let us order the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors so that : 
[ D1 Ol 
D = 0 0 ' p ' = [P�; P�) , ( A . 8 ) 
where D1 i s  an r X r diagonal matrix of which all the diagonal 
elements are strictly positive ( since O is p . s . d . ) .  Then, using the 
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orthogonality of P and the properties of determinants , the eigenvalues 
of o112on1/2 solve : 
o = 1 01/2PQP 101l2 - AI I m 
= l ol/2p Qp 'ol/2 - AI I Am-r 1 1 1 1 r • 
Similarly the eigenvalues of QO solve : 
o = I PQP1 D - Aim l 
- I ' m-r P1QP1D1 - Air l A  ' 
( A . 9 ) 
( A . 10) 
which is equivalent to ( A . 9 ) by pre and post multiplying by o�/2 and 
-1/2 Dl • 
Proof of Theorem 1 .�: Part ( i )  follows from Lemma 2 . 1 , Lemma 3 .2 -
( i )  and Lemma 3 .4 by considering the quadratic form associated with 
the block-diagonal matrix : 
[ -Af 0 -j Q = 0 Ag ( A . 1 1 ) 
Then, o ne  can check that Q[ is equal to W as  given in Equation ( 3 . 9 ) .  
From Lemma 3 .2 - ( ii) , we have : 
[ rcYt l zt ,e• > J n-1/2LRn(;n,;n) - nl/2EO log g (Yt l Zt ; y• l j 
[ 0
( f(Yt 1 Zt ; 9•) ll = nl/2 ;LRn<e •• r. > - E logg( Yt l zt ; r. > j j  + op ( l) .  
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But from the multivariate Central Limit Theorem ,  the first term in the 
right hand side converges in distribution to N ( O,w: ) where w: is the 
variance defined in Equation ( 3 . 6 ) . This variance w: is finite given 
Assumption A6 and the Cauchy-Shwartz inequality. Part ( ii) follows. 
Proof of Theorem J .� : 
A A From Lemma 3 .2 - ( i ) , 2LRn(en• Yn> is 
asymptotically distributed as a quadratic form in 
1/2 A• ' A • ' ' \ n (en - e • •  rn - r. > which is asymptotically normal N( O , L ) ( Lemma 
A A 
2 . 1 ) . Thus , from Rao and Mitra ( 1971 ,  Theorem 9 .2 . 1 ) , 2LRn<en• Yn> is 
asymptotically distributed as a (central ) chi-square if and only if: 
[ Q[Q[ = [Q[ . ( A . 12 ) 
where Q is given in ( A . 11 ) , in which case the number of degrees of 
freedom is tr Q [ • 
We now use the fact that : 
L = A-lBA-1 . ( A . 1 3 )  
where 
B = 
[ Bf Bfg l 
Bgf Bg 
A 
[ Af 0 l 
0 Ag • 
(A . 14) 
Noticing that A-lQA-l Q-1 • Condition (A . 14) becomes : 
BQ-lBQ-lB = BQ-lB. ( A . 1 5 )  
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Using now the information matrix equivalences ( 3 . 11 ) , we obtain after 
some matrix multiplications that (A . 1 5 )  is equivalent to : 
[ 
-1 Bf - BfgBg Bgf 
-1 -1 ( Bg - BgfBf Bfg) Bg Bgf 
[ 
-1 Bf - B:gBg Bgf 
; 
; 
; 
; 
-1 -1 l BfgBg ( Bg - BgfBf Bfg) -1 Bg - BgfBf Bfg 
0 l -1 -Bg + BgfBf Bfg (A . 16) 
A A Hence 2LRn<en• Yn> has a limiting ( central ) chi-square distribution if 
and only if ( 3 . 12 ) holds . Its number of degrees of freedom is then: 
tr QL = tr [ Ip -1 -BgfBf B -1 l _,:··· " ' - q ,  ( A . 17 )  
Proof of Lemma !.!: From Definition ( 3 .7 )  of w: . it follows that 
w: = 0 if and only if: 
f(Yt l Zt;e. >  a .s . log g (Yt l Zt ; y• )  
f(Yt 1 Zt ;9• ) J E0 (1og g (Yt l Zt; r. >  constant, 
i . e . , if and only if: f C · l · ;e.> = Kg C • l • ; y• ) for some constant K. 
27 Since fC · I  · ; e. >  and gC · l · ; y• )  are densities, then K = 1 .  
Proof of J&!!i!!!2 i-1:  Given Assumptions Al-A3 , and A6, it follows from 
the Cauchy-Scwartz inequality and Jennrich ' s uniform Strong Law of 
Large Numbers ( 1 96 9 ,  Theorem 2 ) that 
1t [ f(Yt l zt;e>l2 a .s .  0[ f(Yt l zt;e>l2 log I � E log I • nt= g (Yt Zt; y) g (Yt Zt ;y )  
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( A . 1 8) 
uniformly in e on e. The result follows from Lemma 3 .1 and the strong 
A A consistency of en and Yn to e. and r • • 
� of Theorem i·1 : Since 111� = O is equivalent to f( • l • ;e. >  
g ( · l · ; r. >  ( Lemma 4 . 1 ) , it follows from Theorem 3 .5 - ( i )  that : 
A A LRn<en• Yn> = OP ( l) .  Thus , from Equation ( 4 . 4 ) , we have : 
niJ2 = n':2 + n-1o ( 1 ) = r:1- + o ( 1 ) . n n p n p 
Hence , we need only to study the null asymptotic distribution of niii2 • n 
Using a Taylor expansion around <e. , y. ) ,  we obtain: 
2 
-2 1 "'1 [ rt <e. >l [if [ rt<e. >lillog ft<e. > l ,. 111 = L log -- + 2 L log ( e - e > n nt=l gt <r.> nt=l gt <r. >  i1& 1 n • 
[l"'1 [ rt <e. >lillog gt <r. >l ,. - 2 n L log g ( ) ' ( yn - r. > t=l t r. ily 
A• 1 A• ' - A• 1 Ar 1 1 + < en - e • •  rn - r. > vn <en - en , yn - r.> ( A . 1 9) 
where , to simplify the notation, we have used ft <e. >  and gt <r. >  for 
f(Yt l zt : e. >  and g (Yt l Zt;y• )  respectively, and where : 
v n 
[ :een 
Vren 
; :ern ] . 
: vyyn 
5 8  
V _ l kn illog f (e )  een - - t n nt= ii& 
illog ft < en> 
ile ' n L 
log t n + l "'1 [ ft<en> l i12log f <e > 
t=l g (- ) 
, • 
t Yn ileile 
v _ -· _ _  lf &yn - Vyen - nt=i 
illog rt<en> 
ii& 
illog gt ( yn) 
ily ' 
- i [ v = -yyn nt=l 
illog gt ( Y n) 
ily 
illog g/rn> 1 "'1 [ rt <enl li12log gt <rn> . , - il L log --_- , • ily t=l gt <rn> ilyily 
- - A A for some en and Yn in the segments ce • • enl and [y• • Ynl respectively. 
But , f C · I • ;&•) = g ( · l • ; y• ) under H� ( Lemma 4 . 1 )  so that the 
first three terms in (A.19) are null. Moreover, given Assumption Al-
A7 , Jennrich ' s uniform strong Law of Large Numbers, the second term in 
V88n <or v11n> goes almost surely to zero since f< · l · :e. > = g < · I  · ; r. >  
under � · Hence Veen = Br + op ( l ) ,  vyyn = Bg + op( l ) .  veyn = v�en = 
1/2 A 1 /2 A -Bfg + op ( l ) .  Since n (en - e. >  and n ( yn - r. >  are both OP ( l ) , 
it follows that under H�: 
where 
n':2 = n'ii>2 + o ( 1 )  n n p 
v 
A• I A I A• , A• I , = n(en - e • •  rn - r.> vcen - e • • rn - r.> + op ( l ) 
[ _Br -:fg J . Bgf g 
CA. 20) 
( A . 21 )  
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From Lemmae 2 . 1  and 3 .4 .  it remains to show that the 
eigenvalues of v[ ( or 
eigenvalues of W = Q[ 
[ l/2v[ l/2 ) are equal to the squares of the 
( or [ 112Q[ 112> where Q is defined in Equation 
( A . 1 1 ) . It is easy to check that V = QL:Q. Hence if R is the matrix 
that orthogonalizes L: 1/2QL: 1/2 so that Rl:1/2QL:1/2R 1  = I\ • •  then 
I\ � = Rl: l/2QL: QL: 1/2R ' = Rl: 112vL: l/2R ' . This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem i .! :  From Lemma 2 . 1 ,  Equation (A . 20) ,  and Rao and 
Mitra ( 1971 ,  Theorem 9 .2 . 1 ) , it follows that 0::. ( or nid!> has a 
limiting (central ) chi- square distribution if and only if 
[ v[ v[ = [ v[ in which case the number of degrees of freedom is 
tr v[ . Using the information matrix equivalences ( 3 . 1 1 ) , we have : 
v[ - [ '• - -1 -1 Brg8g BgfBf 
0 I -q .. :.;•.,,.J C A . 22 ) 
[ v[ 
[ v[ v[ 
I -1 -1 -1 Bf ( Ip - BfgBg BgfBf ) -1 -1 -1 -1 Bg BgfBf ( Ip - BfgBg BgfBf ) 
I B-1 C I  - B B-1B B-1 ) 2 f p fg g gf f B-lB B-1 C I  - B B-lB B-1 > 2 g gf f p f g g gf f 
-1 -1 -1 -1 l Bf BfgBg ( Iq - BgrBr BfgBg ) 
• 
B-1 C I  - B _B-lB B-l ) g q gr-f fg g 
B-lB B-l ( I  - B _B-lB B-1 > 2 l r rg g q g1-r rg g 
B-1 C I  - B B-lB B-1 ) 2 
• 
g q gf f f g g 
Hence [ v[ v[ = [ v[ if and only if IP - BfgB;
1BgfB;
1 and 
\ - BgrB"f1BfgB;1 are both idempotent. Or equivalently L: v[ v[ 
[ [ -l -1 -1 -1 V if and only if BfgBg BgfBf and BgfBf BfgBg are both 
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idempotent . 
-1 -1 But , BfgBg BgfBf is idempotent if and only if BgfB;
1BfgB;
1 is 
idempotent . Indeed , rank -1 -1 -1 ( BfgBg ) (BgfBf ) = rank BfgBg Bgf = rank 
-1 Bf = rank Br B • Thus , from Rao and Mitra ( 1971 ,  Lemma 2 . 2 . 7 ) , it g g g 
follows that if ( BfgB;
1 > CBgfB;
1 > is idempotent then ( BgfB;
1 > CBfgB;
1 > 
is also idempotent . By the same argument , if BgfB;
1BfgB;
1 is 
-1 -1 idempotent then BfgBg BgfBf is also idempotent . This establishes the 
equivalence between (1) , ( ii) , ( iii) , and ( iv) . Finally, from (A . 22 ) :  
tr v[ -1 -1 -1 -1 p + q - tr C BrgBg BgrBr ) - tr ( BgfBf BfgBg ) ,  
= P + q - 2 tr ( B  B-lB B-1 ) fg g gf f • 
Since Br B-lB rB-r1 must be idempotent for nzi. to be chi-square g g g n 
-1 -1 distributed asymptotically, then tr (BfgBg BgfBf ) = rank 
-1 -1 ( BfgBg BgfBf ) = rank Bgf' This establishes that the number of 
degrees of freedom is p + q - 2 rank Bgf ' 
Proof of Theorem 1 .z :  Straightforward from Theorem 3 . 5 - ( ii) , and 
2 Lemma 4 .2 since f < · l · :e. > F g C · l · : r. >  and w• > O .  
Proof of Corollary 1 .i: Obvious from Equation ( 5 . 13 )  and Theorem 5 .2 . 
Proof of Theorem 1.!:  To prove Part (i ) , note that under R :  A =  o 0 
A A so that by subtractiving nA from LR ce , y ) we obtain after n n n 
multiplication by n-1/2�n : 
-1/2 A A 1 -1/2 A A .n.__:__LR Ce r ) = �[n LR (en , yn) A n n' n � n w w n n 
r< Yt l zt : e. > l l .  nl /2Eo [logg (Yt I Zt ; r.> 
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Since f( • I  • ; 9• ) F g ( • l · ; y. > because the models are strictly non­
nested , Part ( i )  follows from Theorem 3 .S - ( ii) and Lemma 4 .2 - ( i ) . 
To prove Parts ( ii) and ( iii) , note that 
n-1/2 - ,. ,. - ...!..( -1/2 ,. ,. 1/2 o[ f(Yt 1 Zt; 9• 11 nl/2 ,. LRn( 9n, yn) - ,. n LRn(9n , yn) - n E logg( Y  l z  . ) + ,. A .  
w w t t • Y• w n n n 
The first term is Op( l ) from Theorem 3 . S - ( ii) , and the second term 
goes almost surely to +� under Hf and to -� under Hg . 
Proof of Theorem f.1 :  Part ( i )  follows from Theorem 4 .3 ,  since the 
,. 
c . d . f. Hp+q< · ; A) is continuous in A, and since Wn converges almost ,. 
surely to W so that the eigenvalues An converge also almost surely to 
A• • Part ( ii) follows from Lemma 4 .2 - ( i ) . Part ( iii) follows by 
the same argument . 
Proof of � §. .1 :  We shall prove that ( ii) ..+ ( i) � ( iii) � (ii ) . 
Without loss of generality, we assume that HO < · I · > e F9 , i . e . ,  that 
ho ( · I · > = f( • l · ; e0> for some 90 in 9. Then, as is well known, it 
follows from the uniqueness of 9• (Assumption A3 - ( b ) ) and Jensen ' s 
0 inequality that e. = 9o · Thus h < · I · > = f( · l · ;e. > 
(ii) ..+ ( i ) : Since ho ( · I · > = f( • l · ;e. > .  then 
ho ( · I · > = g ( • l • ; y• ) using (ii ) , so that tt°C · I · > e G ,  and hence "( 
Ho < · I  · )  e F9 n Gy . 
( i )  � ( iii) : Since HO < · I · > e GY , then h
o < · I · > = g ( · l · ; y. > as 
Since h0< - I · > = f< - 1 · ;9.> . then f< - l · ; e. > = g C - l • ; y. ) , which above . 
implies (iii) . 
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( iii) =-+ ( ii) : Since ho < · I  · > = f( · l · ; e. > .  then ( iii) implies 
that : 
f f f( y l z ;9• ) 
z { y 
log g (y l z ;9. > f(y lz ; 9. ) dy}dz = o . 
Then ( ii) follows from Jensen ' s inequality . 
Proof of Theorem § .� : Under H0 , it follows from Lemma 6 .3 that 
f( • l • ;9•) = g ( • l · ; y. ) ,  Then, Part (i )  follows from Theorem 3 .4 - ( i) ,  
the continuity of the c . d . f . Hp+q< · ; A) in A, and the strong 
convergence of 'tn to the eigenvalues A• of W. Parts ( ii) and ( iii) 
follow from Lemma 3 .1 .  
.fl'.Q.Qf of � 1 .1 : We shall prove that ( ii) ,,_. ( i )  � (iv) � 
( iii) =-+ ( ii )  • 
( ii )  ,.. ( i ) : Since 9• a d<J') , :J y  e r such that 9• = d(y) . 
Thus , from Assumption AS ,  log g ( · l · ;y) = log f( · l · ;9• )  which implies 
Eo [log g ( Yt l Zt ; y) J = E
o [log f (Yt l Zt ;e. > J  l E
o [log f (Yt 1 Zt ;9) ] for any 
9 in 9 and , in particular for any 9 in d<r> . i .e . , for any 9 = d( y)  
for y e r. Then, using again Assumption AS , we have 
EO [log g {Yt l zt ; y) ]  2 EO [log g (Yt l zt ; y ) ]  for any y e f, which implies 
that y = y• from Assumption A3 - ( b ) , and hence that e. = d(y• ) . 
( i )  � ( iv ) : Obvious given Assumption AS . 
( iv )  =-+ ( iii) : Obvious. 
( iii) � ( ii) : Suppose that 9• i d(f) , then e. F g = d( y. ) . 
But from ( iii) and Assumption AS , we have E0 [log f( Yt l Zt ;e. > J = 
EO [log f( Yt l Zt ; g) ) , which contradicts the uniqueness of e. (Assumption 
A3 - ( b) ) .  
Proof Qf Lemma 1.1: First; we note that ,  under Assumption AB , 
, 9 Cllog g C · l · ; y ) /ay = ao /ay lo>:- Cllog fC · l · ; l$ (y ) ) /ae . But under H0 • we 
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have e. = G(y•) ( Lemma 7 .2 ) ,  which establishes Part ( ii) and the first 
equality of Part ( i) using the definitions of Bg' Br• and Bgr • In 
addition: 
� = ai_ . a
21og r • .1!L + � aok ll.QL1'. ' a ' • ' ae ' ayay Y aeae ay ayay k 
where we have omitted the arguments of the functions , and where Gk is 
the k-th component of 1$ .  Since E0 [ alog f ( Yt l Zt ; e. > /aeJ = o and since 
e. = G(y. ) , then the second equality of Part ( i )  follows. Finally, 
Part ( iii) follows from this equality and the fact that Af<e. >  and 
Ag (y•) are non- singular matrices (see, White ( 1982a ) , Theorem 3 . 1 ) ) .  
Proof of Theorem 1 . ! :  Since under H� . we have fC · I  • ;e.> = g C • l • ; y• ) 
( Lemma 7 .2 ) ,  then Part ( i )  follows from Theorem 3 .S - ( i )  if we show 
that the non-zero eigenvalues A• of W are the non-zero eigenvalues of 
H .  But ,  using Lemma 7 .3 ,  the eigenvalues of  W solve : 
[ 
-1 -Br1'f - Hp 
O = det , 
R.d._B r1'
-1 
Cl y  f 
[ 
-1 -BrAf - Hp 
det , 
-Aas/_ Cl y  
; 
; 
; 
; 
-· -"i,-1 
l 
ray ' g 
, . 
R.d._B _j!J_A-l - AI ay fay ' g q 
-· -"i,-1 
l 
ray , g 
. 
-AI q 
det 
-1 
, 
-Br1'f - AI + B .1!l..A
-14d._ P fay , g ay 
0 
-B HA-1 f , g Cly 
-AI q 
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where the second equation follows from the first equation by adding to 
the second-row matrices the first-row matrices premultiplied by the 
full row-rank matrix CIG
1 /Cly ( Lemma 7 .3 - ( iii) ) ,  and where the third 
equation follows from the second equation by adding to the first­
column matrices the second-column matrices postmul tiplied by -ao
' /ay . 
Hence , the eigenvalues of W solve : 
0 Aqdet {-B_A-l + B ..!sLA-lJ.ri._ - AI } r·f r • g ay p • Cly 
( A . 23 )  
which establishes that the non-zero eigenvalues of W are the non-zero 
eigenvalues of H as defined by Equation ( 7 . S ) . Equation (A . 23 )  also 
shows that the eigenvalues of H are all real and non-negative since 
A;1 - c ao/ay 1 J A�1 c ao ' /ayJ 
c ao ' /ay] which is n . s . d .  
A;1 - cao/ay
' 1 c c ao ' /ay J Afc ao/ay
' 1 > -1 
Part ( ii) follows from Lemma 3 .1 and H! = Hf . 
Proof of Corollary 1 .1 : If Af + Br = 0 , then it follows from Lemma 
7 . 3  - (i )  that under H� , Ag + Bg = o . Part ( i }  follows from Theorem 
3 .6 and Lemma 7 . 3  since Condition ( 3 . 12 ) is satisfied . Part ( ii) is 
identical to Theorem 7 . 4  - ( ii) . 
Proof of Theorem 1.�:  Since H9 = !!"' ,  Part (i )  follows from Theorem 0 0 
4 . 3  since the non-zero eigenvalues of W are the eigenvalues of H ( see 
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the proof of Theorem 7 .4 ) . Parts ( ii) follows from Lemma 4 .2 since H� 
is equivalent to H� . Part ( iii) is proved similarly. 
Proof of Corollary 1.1 : As noticed in the proof of Corollary 7 .5 ,  
given the assumptions of Corollary 7 .7 ,  we have both information 
matrix equivalences ( 3 . 1 1 )  under H� . Then Part (i )  follows from 
Theorem 4 . 4  - ( iv ) by noticing that the matrix BgrBr1BfgB�1 is equal 
to Iq ( using Lemma 7 . 3 )  and hence is idempotent . Parts (ii ) and ( iii) 
are identical to Parts ( ii )  and ( iii) of Theorem 7 . 6 .  
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thoughts . Remaining errors are mine . 
1 .  The notation op( l )  indicates a quantity that converges in 
probability to zero , while the notation Op( l) indicates a 
quantity that is bounded in probabil ity as n goes to infinity 
( see, e .g . ,  Mann and Wald ( 1943 ) ) .  As a matter of fact , Equation 
( 3 .4 )  holds whether or not fC · l · ; 9• ) = g C · l · ; y. ) . The point is 
that, if f( · I • ;&.> = g C · l · ; y. ) , then the asymptotic distribution 
of the LR statistic will be given by Equation (3 . 3 ) . 
2 . As noticed earlier, only the m non-zero eigenvalues 1 are 
relevant , i . e . , Mm( • ; A) = �( · ;!) .  Moreover , these eigenvalues 
are all real , and that they are all non-negative if Q is positive 
semi-definite. 
3 .  Since rank W = rank [ • r, then the limiting distribution in 
( 3 . 8 )  is equal to Mr ( · ;A. > where 1. is the vector of non-zero 
eigenvalues of W. Let us also note that some eigenvalues A• may 
be negative since the matrix defining the quadratic form in 
Equation ( 3 .3 )  is not p . s . d .  ( see footnote 2) . 
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4.  In fact , Property ( 3 . 1 0) holds whether or not f( · l · ;e.> = 
g ( • l • ; y• ) ( se e  also footnote 1 ) . However , w� = 0 if and only if 
f( · l • ; 9• )  = g ( · l · ; r. > (see Lemma 4 .1 below) . Thus , one must 
instead rely on the asymptotic approximation ( 3 . 8 ) . 
S .  Given the definition of a • • it is clear that KLIC ( H� l z; F9> is the 
minimum distance between the true conditional distribution 
H°C · I · > and any conditional distribution F C · l · ; 9) in F9 • 
6 .  The case when F9 and GY are not nested but do have a non-empty 
intersection is treated in the next section on overlapping 
models . for a long time , non-nested hypotheses were defined as 
hypotheses that cannot be obtained from the other by a suitable 
limiting approximation (Cox ( 196 1 ,  1 96 2 ) ) .  Noting that there 
were no satisfactory definitions of this concept , Pesaran ( 1985 ) 
recently proposed formal definitions of globally non-nested , 
partially non-nested, and nested hypotheses baaed on the KLIC. 
It can be shown that Pesaran ' s  definitions are equivalent to our 
Definitions S . 1 .  6 . 1 .  and 7 . 1 .  Our definitions appear to be more 
intuitive and natural . 
7 .  Note that , from Equation ( 4 . 4 ) , it follows that : 
-1/2 A A - -1/2 A A ,A n LRn(9n, yn) /wn � n LRn(9n, yn) /wn. 
Thus , even though under the Pittman approach the tests will have 
the same asymptotic power , this inequal ity suggests that the test 
A 
based on wn will be asymptotically more powerful than the test 
based on wn according to other definitions of asymptotic power 
such as Bahadur ( 1960) ' s  definition. 
8 .  I owe this point to Hal White . 
6 8  
9 .  The reason for this multi tude of criteria i s  that Sawa ( 1 97 8) and 
Chow ( 1981 ) question the validity of Akaike ' s  initial derivation. 
1 0 .  Note that a correctly specified model i s  n o  longer necessarily 
best.  Hore generally , k(p)  may depend on n. 
1 1 .  In the univariate dichotomous case , Cox ( 1 970)  points out that 
the logit and probit models are approximations of each other . If 
the explanatory variables are all discrete , Lee ( 1981 ) points out 
that in the bivariate dichotomous case the probit and logit 
models are either identical or nested . Horimune ( 197 9) proposes 
some Cox-type tests for discriminating between the logit and the 
probit model s.  As argued in Section 8 ,  these tests are 
conceptual ly different from the ones proposed here. 
1 2 .  The variance test can be avoided by testing only some 
13 . 
implications of the hypothesis fC • l · ; e. > = g C · l · ; y. > . This is 
done by first characterizing the co nditions that 9 and y must 
satisfy for f( · I ·  ; 9 )  to be equal to g( · I • ; y ) , ( See Lien and 
Vuong ( 1986) for an illustration. ) In general , tests of some 
appropriately selected conditions are easier to perform than the 
A A 
variance test,  and can be done using only en or Yn · The 
difficul ty is to derive these conditions .  
To see this , Note that H i s  a composite o f  H00 and 0 0 
2 -1/2 A A ,A A =  {nwn > c1 } and B m ! I n  LR (9n, yn) fwn l > c2 l .  
Pr [reject H
O I HO
] = Pr [A n B I HO] = 
H - H00 • 0 0 
Then 
Let 
1 4 .  
1 5 .  
1 6 .  
max {Pr ( A  n B I H�) , Pr ( A  n B IBO - H�) } � 
max {Pr ( A I Hw) , Pr CB I H  - Hw) J . But from Theorems S . 2 and 6 . 2 ,  0 0 0 
Pr CA IH�) � 111 and Pr ( B I H0 - H�) � 112 • 
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Johnson and Kotz ( 1 96 9) give values of Mm( x ; A) for m = 4 and some 
values of x and A with a Fortran IV program for calculating 
Mm( x ; A) which can also be used to compute the upper-tail 
probability 1 - Mp+q< n� ;f!> .  Paul Bjorn told me , however, that 
there are some problems with this Fortran program. 
It follows that � = H0 and H� = Hf U Hg . The variance test of 
Theorem 6 .2 can therefore be thought of as a discrimination test 
since the null and alternative hypotheses correspond respectively 
to the equivalence and non-equivalence of the models .  Contrary 
to the LR- based test proposed below, the variance test is not 
directional in the sense that when one rejects H0 , one does not 
know if it is in favor of Hf or Hg. 
It is worth noting that if one rejects H0 using the LR-based 
test,  then one knows if it is in favor of Hf or Hg . Since it is 
assumed that at least one model is correctly specified, then 
rejection in favor of Hf will imply that Fe is correctly 
specified and G1 is incorrectly specified.  A similar research 
applies in case of rejection in favor of Hg . 
1 7 .  I n  fact , the computation of both c1 and c2 can be replaced by the 
A A 
computation of only the upper-tail probabil ity of 2LRn(
e
n, yn) 
A 
from the distribution Mp+q< · : An) .  
1 8 .  It i s  assumed throughout this and the next sections that the 
information matrix equivalence holds whenever the model is 
correctly specified. This actually requires a mild additional 
assumption ( see,  e . g.  White ( 1982 , Assumption A7) , Vuong ( 1983 , 
Assumption A6) ) .  
1 9 .  Classical nested hypothesis testing actually assumes that the 
larger model is correctly specified. Only recently this 
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framework has been extended to the misspecified case (see,  e .g . , 
White ( 1 982a) ) .  Let us also note that the equivalence between 
model selection tests and nested hypothesis tests does not hold 
if one introduces a correction factor as in the criterion ( 5 . 14) . 
2 0 .  Though the variance tests are asymptotically equivalent, they are 
not asymptotically equivalent to the LR test under H� . In 
addition, these tests are not asymptotically equivalent under H� 
to the robust Wald and LM tests proposed by White ( 1982a) for 
testing the parametric restrictions H� . The relative asymptotic 
power properties of all these tests of He in the misspecified 0 
case is left for future research . 
21 . Rejection of the equivalence in favor of the compe ting model 
being better does not ,  of course , imply that the alternative 
model is correctly specified. Note also that rejection of the 
equivalence in favor of the initial model being better impl ies 
that the al ternative model is misspecified. 
22 . For subsequent work on specification tests, see Newey ( 1983 ) ,  
Ruud ( 1984) , Vuong ( 1 983 , 1 984) , among others . 
23 . Another important difference is that most specification tests use 
7 1  
only estimators o f  the model under test while our model selection 
tests use estimators of both the initial model and the competing 
model . This difference is similar to the one between the score or 
lagrange mul tiplier test and the LR test in the familiar nested 
hypothesis framework .  Though the current specification tests and 
our LR based tests may have identical local power properties , our 
model selection tests are likely to have nicer global power 
properties ( see,  e . g . , Bahadur ( 1967 ) ) .  
24 .  See White ( 1982b) and Aguirre-Torres and Gallant ( 1983 ) . White 
( 1 982b )  showed that the test based on T� is asymptotically 
equivalent to the J and P tests proposed by Davidson and 
HacKinnon ( 1981 ) .  Originally , Cox ( 1961 ,  1 96 2 )  used a different 
but asymptotically equivalent statistic which is given by 
Equation ( 8 . 1 )  where g C y l Zt;�n) is replaced by g ( y l Zt ; y• (�n) ) .  
This latter statistic was used by Pesaran ( 1974) and Pesaran and 
Deaton ( 197 8) . It is clear that Equation ( 8 . 2 )  still holds . 
Another Cox-type test for non- nested hypotheses is the one 
proposed by Morimune ( 1983 ) .  
2 5 .  See also Datsoor ( 1981 ) who observes that nT� and nT� cannot both 
go in probability to +m in the linear regression context . 
26 . For a similar point of view in a Bayesian framework, see also 
Klein ( 1983 ) . But , see also McKinnon ( 1983b) . 
27 . Throughout ,  we assume that the support of H� l z  is Y for H�-almost 
all z .  Then the open se t Nz ; ( y ; f ( y l z ; 9• )  I Kg C y l z ; 9. ) }  must be 
empty.  The result fol lows by integrating with respect to �y' 
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